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1. Introduction and Site History 
1.1 Introduction 
From its inception to the height of its popularity during the Gilded Age, New 
York City’s Woodlawn Cemetery became a place for the internment of the most 
culturally and financially prestigious members of society.  These individuals, and 
their families, financed the construction of monuments significant for their art, 
architecture, and landscape design by the most well-known names in each sphere of 
design.  As a result, Woodlawn benefits from a particularly high concentration of 
mausoleums built and designed by some of the most well-known architects and 
artisans of its day.  
1.2 Justification and Statement of Purpose 
Of over 1,200 mausoleum structures, each will—in time, if not now—require 
some degree of repair and/or maintenance to retain its architectural integrity.   
Without a system of organizing such a large group of samples, the tasks of 
identifying maintenance needs and keeping records of conditions across the 
cemetery are difficult.  As one of the character-defining features of a mausoleum, the 
door to each of these structures is one that serves both an aesthetic and functional 
purpose.  Because the door component to a structure is not only the means through 
which it is accessed, but also an important part of its architecture, it is therefore a 
component that is of high priority for maintenance.   While there is precedence for 
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the documentation and treatment of bronze in both sculptural and architectural 
applications, there is little to none of the same for bronze doors in a cemetery 
context, or on such a large scale.  In order to conserve these architectural objects 
effectively and efficiently, it is necessary to document and comprehend the 
mechanisms of deterioration at work in both the mausoleum and its door.   
To accomplish these tasks, this thesis aims to synthesize field conditions, historic 
documentation and scientific analyses to understand and identify current 
mausoleum and door conditions at Woodlawn Cemetery, and to use this information 
to provide recommendations for future care of the same. 
1.3 Methodology 
A standardized examination form was designed to collect and present archival 
data in conjunction with present conditions, then tested on a sample size of twenty-
six mausoleums in the Lake plot of the cemetery.  Archival research was used to 
supplement this information, to develop an understanding of the fabrication, alloy 
content, and design of bronze architectural elements in the context of the cemetery.  
To provide additional information on the bronze alloy content, corrosion products 
and coatings commonly used on doors at Woodlawn, analytical methods—including 
optical microscopy, metallography, SEM-EDS, and FTIR and Raman 
spectroscopies—were performed on samples from the Lucien Warner mausoleum 
gate. 
12 
 
1.4 Scope of Work 
First, common properties of bronze were researched to determine chemical and 
physical characteristics such as microstructure and fabrication to inform the data 
acquired in Chapter 5 concerning the analysis of the door.  Aside from alloy 
content—which can vary according to foundry and intended use—the properties 
and components of bronze alloys were reviewed in addition a survey of common 
methods for fabricating and finishing bronze.  
The next chapter describes the typical behaviors and deterioration of bronze in 
an outdoor environment, including various types of corrosion and the most 
commonly found products that form as a result.  In the area where the cemetery is 
located—a densely populated, urban area in a coastal climate that experiences wide 
ranges of temperature variation throughout the year—this information will be 
useful in identifying what kinds of deterioration are occurring in the area chosen for 
closer analysis and observation.  
Chapter Four will focus on the architectural applications of bronze at Woodlawn 
Cemetery. This area of focus describes the standards set by the Cemetery and other 
entities for the metals permitted for use in cemetery construction, and the range of 
door products constructed. Correspondence and other documentation provide 
evidence for regulations and content, while blueprints and specifications offer 
information on how a door assembly appeared in original designs, as well as how it 
would be assembled and finished.  To determine and understand commonalities in 
13 
 
mausoleums and doors within the sample area, archival research and survey data 
were used to create profiles of each mausoleum.  Here, the goal is to not only record 
the conditions of the site, but to also rank structures according to priority. 
The fifth chapter consists of analyses run on samples taken from the Warner 
mausoleum in the Lake plot, used to characterize the contents of the surface layers 
in addition to identifying the components of the alloy used for the gate. This is 
followed by the concluding chapter, summarizing what can be drawn from the 
information gathered, as well as describing recommendations for further research 
that would expand upon the findings described in previous chapters.  Priorities for 
interventions and “next steps” in the development of an effective maintenance 
program will be outlined here. 
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1.5 Site Background  
Located in the Bronx borough of New York City, Woodlawn Cemetery is 
bordered by East 233rd Street, Webster Avenue, Jerome Avenue, and East 211th 
Street.  
 
Figure 1.1: Aerial map of Woodlawn Cemetery (Google Maps, 2014) 
‘The cemetery was founded in December of 1863, under the New York Rural 
Cemetery Act of 1847, 1 encompassing a 400-acre landscape designed in the style of 
a rural cemetery by the prominent landscape architect, J.C. Sidney. 
                                                        
1 “Woodlawn Cemetery, Bronx, NY,” National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. 
Washington,D.C: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service (2011), 56. 
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Figure 1.2:  Map of Woodlawn Cemetery. (J.C. Sidney, 1863) 
  Four years later, in 1867, the decision was made to instead follow a “landscape-
lawn” plan inspired by the Spring Grove Cemetery in Cincinatti, Ohio.2 This 
philosophy was centered on the aesthetic of a single monument per family, with few 
to no vertical obstacles, such as hedges or fences, and circular lots were favored.   
These design standards, along with landscaping and architectural requirements 
set by the cemetery were upheld by a “Taste Committee” responsible for 
maintaining a cohesive aesthetic, and by extension, the visitors’ experience. 3  
                                                        
2 Ibid, 4. 
3 Ibid, 55. 
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Figure 1.3: Aerial view of Woodlawn Cemetery with Jerome Avenue Gatehouse at lower right hand 
corner, depicting circular lots typical of the landscape lawn plan. (The Kalkhoff Company, 1921) 
The plots,4 which number 117 in all, are bound by pedestrian and vehicular 
roadways for circulation, which branch off the original, main road in the cemetery, 
Central Avenue.  A characteristic, curving road system was designed around Central 
Avenue with regard to the topography, with each road named for landscape 
features, plants, or adjacent plots.5   
                                                        
4 At Woodlawn, the term ‘plot’ is used to describe a larger area subdivided into lots for purchase. 
5 Ibid, 7. 
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Figure 1.4: Map of Woodlawn Cemetery. (The Woodlawn Conservancy, 2014) 
The plots themselves vary in size, “from about a quarter acre to a maximum size 
of 6.5 acres” and are generally polygonal in shape, ranging from triangular to 
trapezoidal.6  Within these plots, small lots with simple markers or mausoleums 
were most popular in the cemetery’s beginning, with lots decreasing in size through 
the Depression era. In the 1870s, tombs were constructed by lot owners, but were 
replaced in popularity a decade later by granite vaults, referred to as a "newer style 
                                                        
6 Ibid, 5. 
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of tomb supplanting the side hill vaults, which are open to so many objections".7   In 
1882, the first mention of mausoleums by name is made, with four erected in the 
Cemetery that year; 8 by 1891, mausoleums had significantly grown in popularity 
for the preferred choice of memorial.9  However, by the 1970s, columbaria and 
community mausoleums became more favorable. 
According to the National Register of Historic Places, Woodlawn achieved its 
developmental peak during the years from 1880 through 1930, corresponding to 
the Gilded Age and Progressive Era, both points in time with significant impact on 
New York City and its inhabitants.10  Its proximity to public transportation, in the 
form of the Harlem and New York railroads made it a favorable location for urban 
burial.  In fact, by the early 1870s, the Cemetery was such a popular destination that 
a railway car was purpose-built by the Harlem Railroad Company for customers.11 
Woodlawn is not only unique for the vast number of funerary structures built on 
its grounds, but also for the wide variety in architectural style seen in this 
particularly sizable group; its inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places in 
2011 confirms this significance.  The cemetery contains 45 hillside tombs and 1,271 
                                                        
7 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1881 (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1882), 8. 
8 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1882 (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1883), 8. 
9 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1891 (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1892), 7. 
10 Ibid,  4. 
11 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1874  (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1875), 10. 
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freestanding private family mausoleums, the latter of which comprises the largest 
architecturally significant collection of historic private mausoleums in the nation.  
Woodlawn is also home to 300,000 individual interments in approximately 47,000 
family lots, 48,000 single grave spaces, and ten community mausoleums.12  Of these, 
there are examples of styles as varied and architecturally significant as Art Deco, 
Classical Revival, and even Egyptian Revival.   
 
Figure 1.5: Examples of Mausoleum Styles at Woodlawn (from left, Metz shrine and Kress and Bache 
mausoleums):  Art Deco, Classical Revival, Egyptian Revival. (Author, 2013) 
Materials used include granite, sandstone, limestone, marble, and glass; 13 all 
mausoleum doors, fountains, and some sculptural features are made of bronze.14  It 
                                                        
12 “Woodlawn Cemetery, Bronx, NY,” National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form (2011), 4. 
13 Ibid, 3. 
14 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1884 (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1885), 19. 
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is described as housing “some of the finest examples of funerary art in the nation,” 
and contains a uniquely high concentration of internments of both significant 
individuals and artisans.15 As such, it is vital to maintain what may be thought of as 
a life-size catalogue of some of the nation’s most preeminent architects, sculptors, 
and artists of their time, from McKim, Mead & White to Samuel Yellin.  
  
                                                        
15 “Woodlawn Cemetery, Bronx, NY,” National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form (2011), 4. 
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2. Characteristics and Fabrication of Bronze in Architecture 
2.1 History of Use 
Historically, bronze has been used since antiquity, although in limited quantities 
due to the availability of the alloying metals.  As a result, while there is such a 
precedent for the use of the alloy, it was worked sparingly after the fall of the Roman 
Empire.16 
Early use of bronze in architecture can be attributed to ancient Rome, according 
to Geerlings17, with a lull in popularity until the sixth century AD, when the doors for 
St. Sophia were reputedly commissioned by Justinian.  Another lapse in significant 
popularity ensued until Ghiberti's famous doors for the Florence Baptistry were cast 
in the early 15th century, as the result of a three-hundred-year Italian tradition in 
bronze work.  
In America, bronze was not a widely used material prior to the Civil War, and 
foundries responsible for outdoor bronzes before this time manufactured small 
sculptures, bells, and cannons. Architectural bronze pieces were commissioned 
elsewhere, and imported. Though it was not impossible for an American foundry to 
produce work at such a scale, foundries “lacked the confidence and opportunity to 
produce fine pieces.”18 One of the first large scale, life-size outdoor bronzes cast in 
America was Robert Hughes’ stature of Nathaniel Bowditch, erected in Cambridge’s 
                                                        
16 Geerlings 7-8. 
17 Geerlings 7. 
18 Gayle, 27. 
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Mount Auburn Cemetery in 1847.  Hughes’ sculpture was followed in 1853 by Clark 
Mills’ statue of Andrew Jackson in Washington, D.C. The first major bronze door 
castings in the United States were those of the doors of the Senate wing of the U.S. 
Capitol, commissioned in 1855 by Thomas Crawford—though completed by William 
Rhinehart after Crawford’s death in 1857—and cast by the Ames foundry in 
Massachusetts in 1866.19  
 
Figure 2.1: Senate doors, United States Capitol. (George C. Hazelton, Jr, 1906) 
By the late 19th Century, bronze became more widely used by American 
architects in building details and overall ornament. By this time, American bronze 
                                                        
19 Gayle,, 27-28. 
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foundries rose to the demand, producing lighting fixtures, grilles, doors, gates, and 
other architectural features.  
2.2 Bronze Alloy Content 
Traditionally, the term ‘bronze’ refers to copper alloyed with tin as second 
largest component, occasionally with other materials in variant percentages, such as 
zinc, lead, and aluminum.  As defined by Henderson, bronze refers to “any of the 
many copper-base alloys in which tin is the principal alloying element, with or 
without other alloying elements,” or “any of the many copper base alloys having as 
its principal alloying element any element other than zinc.”20 True bronze is 
considered to be a mixture of copper and tin with a relatively high copper content 
ranging from 85% to 95%, although zinc and lead may be added as minor 
components in much smaller amounts.21,22 
A bronze alloy can be variable in formulation, depending on what the product 
will ultimately be used for, as well as where the product was created.  Among the 
most common classes of bronze used in architectural applications include casting 
bronze23 and tin bronze,24 varying in their copper and zinc contents in addition to 
other elements such as lead and the requisite tin. Other alloys may be called bronze, 
but are not considered true bronze by some due to their contents of zinc, aluminum, 
                                                        
20 Henderson, J.G. Metallurgical Dictionary. Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, NY: 1953, 47. 
21 McMullen, 11. 
22 Gayle. 118. 
23 Considered 86% Cu, 7% Sn, 5% Zn, 2% Pb, Zahner. 
24 According to Zahner, 83% Cu,7% Sn, 3% Zn, 2%Pb 
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nickel, or other materials.25  These include alloys such as silicon bronze26 and 
architectural bronze27, the latter of which is actually classified as a brass due to its 
secondary component of zinc.28  
In 1898, the John Williams, Inc. bronze foundry was commissioned by the United 
States Government to cast two sets of bronze doors for the Congressional Library in 
Washington, D.C.  For this project, the government specified an alloy composed of 90 
parts copper, 7 parts zinc, and 3 parts tin, an alloy referred to by Williams as 
‘statuary bronze of standard fixed by the United States Government’ and used as the 
standard alloy for cast bronze sculpture from that point forward.29  By the late 
1920s, it was called ‘United States Standard Bronze’ and in common usage by 
bronze foundrymen.30  In about 1929, government specifications officially approved 
this alloy with a change allowing for the subtraction of 1% copper and substituting 
that percentage with lead.31  
Each alloy has its own characteristic behaviors and uses: for example, silicon 
bronze has a reputation as a strong, easily worked alloy, ideal for casting, while 
                                                        
25 McMullen, 12 
26 97-91% Cu, 3-4% Si, 0-4.5% Zn, Zahner 
27 57% Cu, 40% Zn, 3% Pb, Zahner 
28 Zahner, 147-149. 
29 Mitchell, William Donald.  “The art of the bronze founder, especially in its relation to the casting of 
bronze statuary and other sculptural work.” Teachers College, Columbia University, February 24th, 
1913. Lecture, Revised and printed 1916. p. 21 
30 Hoffman, 296. 
31  Geerlings, 21. 
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‘architectural’ bronzes are often used for hardware and decorative metalwork.32 
Other factors may influence the uses of certain alloys; tin-bearing alloys, due to the 
expense of tin, are generally used in high-quality cast applications such as doors, 
statuary, and the like.33 It is believed34 that the higher the copper content in an alloy, 
the better the material's resistance—cast bronze is deemed superior in resistance to 
corrosion and surface deterioration than architectural bronze and brass, and is 
another reason that such alloys would have been used for exterior applications.  In 
the past, additions of lead and zinc allowed for a more ductile alloy that resulted in a 
cleaner, crisper cast, while the addition of aluminum or iron increased durability of 
the final product.35 Further information on the content of historic bronze alloys will 
be discussed in section 4.1.1: Woodlawn Standards for Alloy Content. 
2.3 Microstructure of Tin Bronzes 
As with other metals, the crystalline structure of bronze material changes when 
it is worked, exhibiting features characteristic of a face-centered cubic metal, such as 
annealing twins and strain lines.  At the microscopic level, cast bronze alloy 
compositions and phases can be difficult to differentiate accurately and precisely.  
As copper and tin are only partially soluble in one another, a true bronze alloy is 
considered a two-phased alloy. The alpha (α) phase consists of pure copper, while 
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33 McMullen, 11. 
34 McMullen, 17. 
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the eutectoid phase (α+δ) consists of the intermetallic compound Cu31Sn8, a solid 
solution of copper and tin.36   
  
Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for copper-tin system. (Scott, 1991) 
 
                                                        
36 Scott, 401. 
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During casting of tin bronze, the alloy is commonly—but not exclusively—
segregated, with cored α dendrites surrounded by the intermetallic α+δ phase.  Due 
to the higher melting point of copper, the area of highest copper content is located at 
the center of the dendritic arms.   
 
Figure 2.3: Diagram of eutectoid tin bronze microstructure. (Scott, 1991) 
Low-tin bronzes consist of less than 17% tin content, which is the maximum 
theoretical limit of tin soluble in copper solid; more realistically, the content is 
closer to 14%, although this is particularly rare, according to Scott.  In an alloy 
containing approximately 5-15% tin, the eutectoid phase appears as a pale blue 
substance with sharply defined edges; the delta phase, when present, can contain 
small inclusions of the alpha phases. An abundance of the eutectoid phase causes the 
metal to become brittle, creating a difficulty in working. When the tin content is very 
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low—between 2 and 5%—all the tin may be absorbed into the dendrites, depending 
on the casting method and cooling rate. 37 
Adding lead to low-tin bronzes, which is often done with alloys that are intended 
for casting, results in a microstructure where the lead is unalloyed with the rest of 
the materials, and instead forms small, round inclusions throughout the alloyed 
matrix. 38 
2.4 Common Methods of Bronze Door Fabrication and Construction 
2.4.1 Door Construction 
Doors can be constructed via three methods: casting a single, whole door—or 
leaf—at a time, mounting a bronze sheet skin on a wooden or steel door, or by 
mounting material on extrusions of the same make. 39   Since Woodlawn Cemetery 
was opposed to the use of ferrous materials in door construction, the most likely 
scenarios would be the first and the third.40  The choice to fabricate by casting 
depends on if both faces of a door will be ornamented. If one face will have 
ornamentation, it is cast as a single piece, and sheet bronze is affixed to the back 
with screws.  If both faces are ornamented, they are cast as separate pieces—with 
one cast featuring ribs built into the design—and joined together.  Smaller 
decorative elements can be attached to sheet metal backings with screws. The 
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39 McMullen, 74. 
40 See Chapter 4 for further detail.  
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second method is used for paneled doors, which are occasionally formed from 
several separate pieces of bronze in strip form, or panels are attached to designated 
spaces cut from a single sheet.  The final method is more rarely utilized, but can be 
employed when a situation calls for an uncast door to be constructed of the same or 
similar metal.41  
Bronze may be worked in a number of ways, depending on desired placement, 
level of detail, and alloy used.  Among these, there are several types of worked 
bronze elements that are most likely to have been used in door fabrication at 
Woodlawn: cast or rolled panels and sheet, forged or extruded bar stock for 
decorative scrollwork, cast hardware, and extrusions for other decorative elements 
such as framework. 
Casting methods vary according to what the final piece will be used for, and 
where it will be placed in the final assembly.  When smaller elements—such as a 
door panel—are fabricated, lost wax casting was favored over sand casting, which 
would have been used to cast a whole door. 42   Furthermore, the intricacy and detail 
that is achievable with lost wax made it the preferred form for intricate work with 
detailed features such as undercuts, and was useful when circumstances called for 
an item to be cast as a single piece.43  Long, continuous or repetitive shapes are 
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formed with the continuous casting method, and are soldered or brazed together to 
form a complete cast piece. Centrifugal castings, on the other hand, are generally 
used for smaller items such as hardware, and created by pouring the alloy into a 
mold placed inside a revolving drum.44   
2.4.2 Lost Wax Casting  
The lost wax method, called cire-perdue, has been employed since antiquity, and 
was more formally developed as an industrial process in the late 19th century.  
Riccardo Bertelli is credited with introducing this method of casting to America by 
founding Roman Bronze Works in 1897, establishing the oldest American foundry 
still in production.45,46  Traditionally—before the 1930s—a core made up of plaster 
or crushed brick was modeled to resemble the desired figure, then coated with wax 
and set with metal pins through the wax into the core.  Rods of wax leading to the 
opening are attached to the figure, to create gates for the metal to be poured into the 
mold, and vents for the resulting gases to escape. 47   When this was complete, a 
liquid mixture of clay and plaster was used to coat the model, and built up; care was 
taken to ensure that the pins held the layers together securely.  Once the mold had 
dried, it was fired at 500°F, melting the wax and letting it leave through a hole left in 
the bottom of the mold.  Bronze is then poured into the mold—turned upside-
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46 Rosenfeld, Lucy D. A Century of American Sculpture: The Roman Bronze Works Foundry. Atglen, PA: 
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down—from a crucible, traveling through the gates, while the gases exit through the 
vents. 48   
The resulting void was filled with molten bronze.  When the cast cooled—which 
typically takes days—the mold is broken to remove the casting, and the core is 
shaken out or manually removed.  Wherever the pins still protruded from the 
bronze form, the excess was cut off and the entire surface was chased smooth.  In 
the final step, the sculpture is cleaned in a nitric acid bath, and then readied for 
finishing.49 At this point, the surface could be treated as desired.50 
2.4.3 Sand Casting  
Depending on the level of detail required, sand casting was also used to produce 
everything from fine-art sculpture to cast door assemblies, and was the ideal 
method in creating both large quantities of items such as hardware, and purpose-
designed components used in architectural applications.51, In this process, a model 
was made of the desired object, fashioned out of plaster or wood and packed into 
'French sand', a mixture of alumina, clay, and silica.52 The sand mixture, often 
dampened with oil for strength and ease of removability, is pressed as tightly as 
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possible into the surface to maintain detail. 53 A late-19th century version of this 
process is detailed in a pamphlet produced by the Bronze Division of the Gorham 
Manufacturing Company: 
The modern method of casting in bronze is as follows: The plaster 
figure, which has been cast from the sculptor’s clay model, after 
having been placed in a bed of fine sand, encased in a strong frame or 
flask, is entirely covered with a quantity of small sections or pieces, 
formed of moulding sand in which have been placed iron rods to make 
them rigid, and for convenience in taking them from the model.  When 
completed the sections are taken apart and laid aside and another set, 
of one side only, is then prepared. This second set is now removed and 
the model taken out.  The second sections are then replaced, and 
inside these is made a sand core, which is kept in position by strong 
iron rods running through into the outer mould. The sand core is now 
an exact copy of the original model.  The second sections are removed 
and broken up to be used again. If the statue is wanted a quarter of an 
inch thick, the same thickness is pared or cut off…[t]he entire mould 
and core are now carefully coated with a preparation of plumbago, 
and then the whole is ready for baking or drying.54 
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Figure 2.4: “Making the Mould for Ward’s Beecher Statue”, Scientific American, 1891. (Shapiro, 1985) 
34 
 
 
Figure 2.5: “Preparation of mould for the casting of one valve of the door for the central portal of the 
Boston Public Library. (Jno. Williams, Inc., 1909) 
 
In this process, a void is left between the core and the outer impression for the 
molten metal to fill, producing a bronze shell about an eighth to a quarter of an inch 
thick.55 
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of assembly for sand casting, “Chart No. 1”. (Jno. Williams, Inc., 1915) 
 
The mold is then dried, and molten bronze, heated to a temperature of about 1500-
1900°F, is poured into the mold to fill the space left between the inner and outer 
components. 56   
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of assembly for sand casting, “Chart No. 2”. (Jno. Williams, Inc., 1915) 
 
To facilitate this, the mold is put into a pit in the ground or arranged such that the 
opening through which the metal will be poured is raised above the other end.57  
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Figure 2.8: “An interior view of the casting room of the Henry-Bonnard foundry. Casting the Statue of 
Henry Ward Beecher”, Scientific American, 1891. (Shapiro, 1985) 
Once the bronze has cooled sufficiently, the outer sand and the core are 
removed, and the resulting cast is cleaned with nitric acid, and then chased.58  
2.4.4 Finishing Processes 
After a piece has been fabricated, the product is finished or joined with other 
sections to create a whole before it is presented as a final piece. Various methods 
were applied to the surface for both evenness and texture as well as preparations 
for next steps, such as gilding and polishing.  After casting, a piece is ‘chased’ to 
remove all small surface imperfections or lines left by the mold by using a 
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combination of saws, files, and other tools to even out the surface.59 A matte finish 
created by abrading or scratching the metalwork is ideal to create both an even 
appearance and an ideal surface for additional surface treatment.60  To join separate 
cast components together, they are brazed to form a whole, a process consisting of 
heating the edge of a section with a blow-torch until the metal is hot enough to fuse 
with another piece. Solder is used in the process, made of a special alloy of bronze 
for this purpose, or sections can be bolted or screwed together with the bolt or 
screw heads hidden with decorative rosettes. 61 
Once fabrication is complete, the final product is, more often than not, treated 
with a variety of decorative surface finishes.  In a pamphlet titled ‘The Art of the 
Bronze Founder’, William Donald Mitchell of the John Williams, Inc. foundry 
discusses the processes of chemically coloring bronzes, a feature he describes as 
“the peculiarity of bronze taking on beautiful colors when subjected to the action of 
chemicals”.62  While he does not provide recipes, Mitchell—rather poetically—
explains the processes and effects of oxidation on bronze surfaces, differentiating 
between antique patinas on ancient bronzes and the patina that forms on ‘modern 
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bronze sculpture’ when the surface “reacts to chemicals applied in a certain manner 
as an autumn leaf does to the frost”. 63 
Bronze surfaces are generally oxidized before installation, especially in outdoor 
applications.64  Patinas may be allowed to form naturally on the metal surface, or 
applied by sculptors to “finish” a piece.  Surfaces can be artificially patinated by 
applying—then removing—a paste or brushing a liquid solution to the surface, or 
completely immersed in a solution.65  Such artificial patinas include polysulfides, 
selenious acid mixtures, or alkaline oxidation-induced patinas.  Polysulfides form 
from ammonium, sodium, or potassium sulfide to produce a black to brown tone 
which can be buffed.  Selenious Acid mixtures consist of selenious or phosphoric 
acid to form cupric or zinc sulfate on the surface, creating light brown to black 
appearances.  Alkaline oxidization is produced by the immersion of material in hot 
caustic bath with copper sulfide or acetate. Clear or toned coatings may be added in 
place of or in addition to the patinas mentioned above. They fall under three major 
categories and include waxes such as Butcher's Wax, oils (such as linseed oil, a 
drying oil), and natural or synthetic lacquers such as shellac and cellulose acetate. 66   
Including and in addition to these processes, sculptors and metalworkers often 
used patina formulations of their own design to produce specific effects.  The notes 
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kept by Paul Wayland Bartlett, a prolific American sculptor of bronze, include 
recipes and procedures for a range of effects.  He states—and rightly so—that the 
final effect is dependent on both the alloy and the temperature of both the solution 
applied and of the metal, in addition to the fact that “oxidation or sulphurization” of 
bronze will result in a brown, black, red, or green color.  Supplementing 
formulations for patinas on bronze and other metals, his notes include instructions 
for waxes, casting sand mixtures, and even Japanese patinas.67 
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3. Deterioration of Outdoor Bronzes 
3.1 Physical Deterioration Mechanisms 
Physical deterioration of bronze objects can be caused by flaws in structure, 
assembly or fabrication methods, as well as by damaged or improper surface 
treatment.   
Fabrication-related flaws often result from iron pins or bolts used in assembling 
bronze door components, creating conditions ideal for galvanic corrosion. If metal is 
too hot when poured into a mold, brittleness can occur.  Damaged or incompatible 
coatings are considered particularly problematic, as they trap water close to the 
surface if it enters in an area of particular weakness such as a pinhole or loose 
coating site.68  Abrasion, the gradual loss of metal as a result of friction over time, 
can also occur and exacerbate corrosion by removing any protective, passivated film 
that has formed on the surface. Fatigue can occur as a result of cyclic stresses, often 
temperature changes, which cause repeated expansion and contraction. 
3.2 Chemical Deterioration Mechanisms 
According to Lins, chemical deterioration—or corrosion—of a bronze sculpture 
or object in an urban environment can be summarized in a five-step process. The 
first, induction, occurs when the original patina changes, and is accelerated by 
abrasion, humidity, soiling and/or acidity. The second step is the conversion of 
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surface to copper sulfate, when a bright-green color appears. The third step is when 
streaking and black scabbing occur: sulfate is soluble in water, causing streaking 
and etching along surfaces, particularly areas not regularly washed. The following 
step is the visible spread of pitting, when the black scab is undermined.  Finally, the 
exposed surfaces convert to sulfate, resulting in complete conversion.69  
 
Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating five steps of corrosion on a bronze surface. (Lins, 1985) 
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Figure 3.2: Diagram illustrating five steps of corrosion on a bronze object. (Lins, 1985) 
Sherwood defines corrosion as “an electrochemical process, where metals yield 
positively charged ions in solution (typically water), forming salts”.70  This can occur 
in one of two conditions: the first, in the presence of acid-containing solutions, and 
the second in solutions containing dissolved oxygen. In either case, the presence of 
an electrolytic solution is necessary for the conduction of electricity, and therefore 
for the corrosion process to occur between an anode and a cathode; in outdoor 
bronzes, the alloying metals (tin, zinc, lead) may act as the anode and the copper as 
the cathode.  
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3.2.1 Uniform Corrosion 
Several types of corrosion unique to bronze items in an outdoor environment 
can occur.  The first, uniform, or general attack manifests as a visually similar 
pattern over the entire surface, often resulting in color change, a decrease in the 
thickness of the metal, and a loss of surface detail.  
3.2.2 Pitting Corrosion 
Pitting is a type of corrosion that presents itself as a localized attack, potentially 
resulting in the complete perforation of the metal if left unchecked and the material 
is thin enough to be easily breached, such as sheet metal.  A pit is classified as "a 
cavity or hole with the surface diameter about the same as or less than the depth” 
and is often difficult to detect because of concealment by corrosion products.71 
Pitting events can be isolated, or very close together and appear as a roughened 
surface. Visible pits usually only appear after an extended amount of corrosion, and 
can take up to years to show. Once a pit is initiated, however, the rate of penetration 
increases. The presence of pitting can result in an 'undercut' surface, which can be 
prevented or slowed by foundry-applied surface finishes, and is less likely to be 
found on polished surfaces.  However, if pitting does occur on a polished surface, the 
process progresses more rapidly than it would be on a rougher surface achieved by 
etching or grinding. Pitting can be caused by chloride-bearing compounds, such as 
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de-icing salts or sea spray.  Bleaches also pose a threat, as do "cupric, ferric, and 
mercuric halides", particularly FeCl3 and CuCl2.  Also important is the fact that 
pitting can be caused by pollution in the form of dust or soot particles, which attract 
moisture from the air and attract pollutants.72 
3.2.3 Intergranular Corrosion 
Intergranular corrosion is another type of visible corrosion, and appears at grain 
boundaries, causing the alloy to lose strength or disintegrate.  Intergranular 
corrosion can be caused by impurities at grain boundaries, depletion of an element 
in that area, or "enrichment of one of the alloying elements", observed as "micro 
mesas or irregularly shaped high spots that stand above corroded "valley’ areas”.73  
3.2.4 Galvanic Corrosion 
Galvanic corrosion, a process that can be particularly virulent if unaddressed, 
occurs when two dissimilar metals come into contact in the presence of an 
electrolytic solution. Such a solution can be provided by precipitation, or even fog.  
In this process, the less-corrosion resistant metal, called a 'base' metal, is corroded 
in favor of the more resistant or 'noble' metal. The further apart two metals are in 
the galvanic—or 'electromotive'—series, the greater the potential for conductivity, 
and corrosion.  Galvanic corrosion commonly occurs with iron anchors and bronze 
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components in an assembly or casting, corroding the iron element and staining the 
bronze.  If a bronze body has been patched with a different alloy, galvanic corrosion 
can occur also occur as a result of dissimilarity in galvanic potential between the 
two materials.  If a small anode and comparably large cathode are brought into 
contact, a phenomenon known as the ‘area effect’ can occur, resulting in an 
extremely unfavorable condition.  In such a situation, an anodic area may corrode 
considerably more rapidly than it would if the two were of equal size.  Furthermore, 
an area where a cathodic coating fails creates very small anodic areas in the metal 
underneath, creating an ideal condition for this effect.74 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Illustration of area effects between copper and iron. (Roberge, 2008) 
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3.2.5 Leaching, Crevice, and Erosion Corrosion 
Other types of corrosion mechanisms include leaching, or the removal of one 
element from an alloy by corrosion, such as dezincification in bronze alloys with a 
high zinc content in an acidic environment. This results in an increase in porosity 
and permeability, decrease in strength. Erosion corrosion is another type of 
corrosive deterioration, which occurs in areas where mobile corrosive fluid and 
metal surfaces come into contact; this can also result in leaching.  When subjected to 
erosion corrosion, metal is removed as dissolved ions or as mechanically moved 
corrosion products.  It appears as grooves and valleys in a surface, generally in a 
directional pattern. Similarly, crevice corrosion occurs in a localized instance, where 
a crevice or another small area is exposed to a corrosive agent.  This is observed in 
areas where an electrolytic solution is allowed to rest between areas of attachment, 
such as tight gaps, deep depressions, and similar arrangements.75 
3.3 Common Corrosion Products on Outdoor Bronzes 
Several classes of corrosion products can form on items composed of copper-
bearing alloys.  These categories include copper oxides—cuprite and the rarer 
tenorite and spertitnite—and copper chlorides, which include nantokite and the 
copper trihydroxychlorides.  Additionally found in outdoor environments are the 
copper sulfates.  Other corrosion products can be found on copper-bearing 
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substrates, although rarely—if ever—in outdoor applications, and will not be 
discussed in further detail.  These include the copper carbonate compounds such as 
malachite, copper phosphates, and copper sulfides.  Copper phosphates primarily 
occur on bronzes that have been buried with bone,76 while copper carbonates also 
primarily occur on buried items. 77 Copper sulfides can occur in a museum storage 
area or display where incompatible materials are present, such as in storage or 
display cases where the bronze object is in contact with rubber padding or other 
inappropriate materials.78 
3.3.1 Copper Oxide 
Cuprite, the most common copper oxide, ranges from dark reddish color to 
orange red or yellow, depending on impurities and particle size.  It is insoluble in 
water, and forms as a film over the exposed surface of a copper alloy. Cuprite forms 
within and directly above the metallic surface, and bronze alloys commonly form 
this corrosion product both above the original object surface, as well as just beneath 
it.79 
3.3.2 Copper Chlorides 
The "most important" copper chloride corrosion products are nantokite, or 
cuprous chloride, and the copper trihydroxychlorides, all isomeric forms of 
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Cu2(OH)3Cl. Nantokite occurs as a translucent grey or greyish green, soft solid, and 
atacamite, the most common isomer of Cu2(OH)3Cl, ranges from bright emerald 
green to a deep black-green.  Atacamite is never found adjacent to a bare metal 
surface, but can be produced by artificially patinating a bronze surface with 
hydrochloric acid or sodium chloride.80 
The term 'bronze disease' refers to the "progressive deterioration of ancient 
copper alloys caused by the existence of cuprous chloride (nantokite) in close 
proximity to whatever metallic surface may remain". 81 However, a cuprous chloride 
can exist on a bronze surface without affecting it—until it reacts with moisture and 
converts to a copper trihydroxychloride. During this process, swelling occurs and 
creates physical stress within the object, which, in turn, results in fragmentation 
and/or cracking.  If left unchecked, bronze disease can convert a solid object to a 
"heap of light green powder".82  
It is important to stress that the presence of a chloride-bearing corrosion 
product alone is not sufficient to cause bronze disease in an object, and can just 
indicate a localized instance of copper chloride; bronze disease is caused by 
accumulation in the bronze substrate itself or beneath the surface, contributing to 
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instability of the object as a whole.83 Furthermore, this condition is not often found 
on outdoor bronze elements located above-ground. 
3.3.3 Copper Sulfates 
Copper sulfates generally form as corrosion products on copper and copper 
alloys in polluted, urban environments. The basic sulfates that most commonly form 
in outdoor corrosion are brochantite, antlerite, and posnjakite.  
Brochantite is considered the most stable and the most common of these, and 
appears 'vitreous green' in color, as does antlerite.  The presence of antlerite in the 
corroded surfaces of outdoor bronzes is believed to be attributed to the acidity of 
rainwater; the suggestion has been made that it is indicative of a low environmental 
pH.  Antlerite has also been detected in sheltered areas of bronzes left outdoors, and 
it is believed that antlerite will eventually form to some degree, whether an area is 
protected or not.84 
3.4 Natural Patinas and Locations of Formation on Outdoor Bronzes 
The most typical minerals that occur on copper alloys consist of copper sulfates, 
although other components of the alloy can contribute to the patina, such as lead 
sulfate on phosphor bronze and leaded brass.85 Brochantite is the most favored 
phase of corrosion that forms on outdoor bronzes exposed to rain, while bronzes 
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exposed to fog develop antlerite.  Other stability diagrams show that bronchantite is 
the leading corrosion product found on outdoor bronzes, while copper chlorides 
and copper carbonates are minor in formation, or even absent.86  
In a study performed on sculptures in Göteborg, Sweden found the following: 
first, smooth black surfaces were the best representations of the original bronze 
surface.  Next, crusted black areas were noted, and often had a light green layer and 
cuprite beneath the surface, contained quartzes and feldspars, atacamite, and less 
frequently, antlerite or brochantite. Cuprite was also exhibited as a brown or orange 
patina, and isolated instances of black crust—similar in composition to the one 
previously mentioned--were observed surrounded by corroded, light green areas.  
Finally, light green areas were present on parts of the sample that were exposed to 
wind and rain, resulting in an etched area with brochantite and small amounts of 
cuprite. 87 
3.5 Pollutants and Corrosion in Outdoor Applications 
In a study performed by Krätschmer et al, a correlation was found between the 
phases of corrosion that were most likely to form and the atmospheric pollution 
present.88  In environments with a low amount of sulfurous pollution, posnjakite 
forms atop the initial cuprite layer on the metal, and is then converted to 
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brochantite.  In a polluted environment with a high sulfur content in the 
atmosphere, strandbergite forms and is converted to antlerite.  In chlorine-rich 
environments, nantokite is the intermediate corrosion product, which forms over 
the cuprite layer, and is followed by atacamite.  Of these processes, the dominant 
sequence on exposed copper and copper alloys is the cuprite-posnjakite-brochantite 
sequence.89 
 
Figure 3.4: Formation sequences for chloride- and sulfate-bearing patinas (Krätschmer, 2002) 
Cuprite is the most abundant phase of corrosion products in both exposed and 
sheltered bronzes.  Posnjakite is less abundant, but makes up a higher percentage of 
the patina layers found in sheltered conditions. Brochantite, in turn, experiences an 
                                                        
89 Ibid.  
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increase in mass over time, and is found in greater abundance in areas of high 
pollution, preferential to unsheltered conditions.90 
Strandbergite is only observed in sheltered conditions, and abundant in areas of 
high pollution.  Antlerite, the subsequent corrosion product, is favored by areas of 
high pollution, and on surfaces that have been sheltered.  Nantokite and atacamite 
were both found on sheltered specimens, while only the former was detected on 
unsheltered areas.91 
Even though many bronzes were traditionally given a foundry-applied patina 
before installation, applied patinas are subject to chemical alteration and—
particularly in urban environments—convert to a basic copper sulfate over time. 
The way in which a patina develops on an exposed bronze depends on several 
atmospheric factors including wind, rain, and the presence of polluting gases and 
particulates.  In addition to the materials present in the alloy beneath the layers of 
corrosion products, the relative humidity at the site of installation, and other 
external factors can affect patina development.92  
Atmospheric sulfur dioxide (SO2) causes metallic corrosion to accelerate, 
although the initiation of corrosion is dependent on both the concentration of SO2, 
as well as the relative humidity onsite.93  The presence of ozone (O2) in the 
                                                        
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Scott, 43. 
93 Ibid, 45. 
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atmosphere also contributes to the corrosion of copper, resulting in the production 
of cuprite and copper sulfates. According to Strandberg and Johansson, the impact of 
ozone on copper corrosion increases at 70% RH.94  When ozone is combined with 
NO2 and SO2, the formation of cuprite is prevented, and a basic sulfate crust forms.  
However, in the presence of SO2 by itself, cuprite is formed in excess. 95 
The increase of atmospheric acidity over the last 50 years has had a significant 
impact on the detriment of bronze in urban environments, and has been suggested 
to be an indicator of pollution.96 
Corrosion of bronzes left outdoors is generally a less complex process than that 
of bronze materials that have been buried, which has been studied in depth by 
conservators of art objects.  Over the last two centuries, atmospheric pollutants 
have become more prevalent in Western climates, contributing to the rising 
presence of sulfurous contaminants.  This change has caused a shift from pale green 
patinas with carbonate and sulfate components, to patinas exhibiting a range of 
green shades and bronze surfaces darkened by pollutants, resulting in a  black or 
brown crust that can contribute to additional corrosion.97  
                                                        
94 Strandberg, H, and L.G. Johansson. Role of O3 in the atmospheric corrosion of copper in the 
presence of SO2. Journal of the Electrochemical Society 144:2334-42. 
95 Ibid, 47. 
96 Robbiola, New insight into the nature and properties of pale green surfaces of outdoor bronze 
monuments. 
97 Scott, 43. 
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3.6 Maintenance and Treatment of Bronze Surfaces 
To inhibit corrosion formation and to protect a desired patina, the surface of an 
outdoor bronze is often cleaned, then coated with a sacrificial material.  
3.6.1 Cleaning 
Cleaning is done to remove existing corrosion products that have formed on the 
surface, to prepare an object for subsequent treatments such as repatinating, 
waxing or lacquering. Mechanical cleaning is done with the assistance of various 
types of brushes, wooden tools such as picks, and even dental tools.  In extreme 
cases of extensive accretion, a hammer and chisel can be used. To expedite the 
removal of corrosion products or soiling, the surface can be wet with water or 
ethanol. More abrasive methods such as water blasting, with or without particulates 
such as crushed walnut shells or sodium bicarbonate, and ultra-high-pressure water 
blasting can be used for more effective cleaning of pitted surfaces. 98 Glass-bead 
peening was a method popular in the 1970s; since then, it has been ruled as 
detrimental to bronze surfaces due to the work-hardening that occurs during the 
process due to impact, and can actually accelerate atmospheric corrosion. 99 
Chemical cleaning can be used to remove patinas partially or completely, but is 
most often used to remove specific types of corrosion from specific areas, usually to 
                                                        
98 Scott, 359-362. 
99 See Barbour and Lie, 1987.  
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prevent complete exposure of a surface.100 Chelating agents such as sodium 
triphosphate or ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) can also be used. Where 
chloride irons are of particular concern, benzotriazole and other solutions are used 
to extract chlorides from bronze patinas.101 
3.6.2 Coating 
Traditionally, bronzes exposed outdoors were coated with natural oils and 
waxes such as linseed oil and beeswax, respectively. These were later updated and 
replaced by microcrystalline waxes and other mixtures, usually applied with heat 
for an even distribution. Lacquers are also commonly used, particularly in the 
1940s, when cellulose acetate was a popular protective coating applied to bronze 
surfaces.  Decades later, the use of nitrocellulose lacquer became more widespread 
in museums for protection of metallic objects.  However, due to the vulnerability of 
the resultant film to UV light, acrylic resins, such as Paraloid B72, have become a 
popular substitute for nitrocellulose.  Incralac, an acrylic resin with an included UV 
inhibitor became widely used in materials conservation in the 1960s.102 
 
  
                                                        
100 Scott, 362. 
101 Ibid, 367. 
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4. Bronze Use in Mausoleum Construction at Woodlawn 
4.1 Cemetery Standards for Bronze Construction 
4.1.1 Woodlawn Standards for Alloy Content 
As early as the 1880s, those responsible for the material aspects of Woodlawn 
Cemetery strongly believed that bronze was the best material for use in monuments 
that were built to last; the 1884 annual report specifically mentions the following:  
Lot owners will not be allowed to erect any mausoleum, vault, 
grave marks or any structure or anything of any shape which is made 
of "Monumental Bronze" or other metallic substance, except pure 
bronze statuary on stone pedestals, and in the latter case, the plans 
and specifications must always be presented to the Comptroller for 
approval.103 
To determine the highest quality bronze alloy, Judson A. Doolittle—the cemetery 
Engineer during the early 1900s—sent several letters of correspondence to firms 
specializing in monument construction. In 1908, he communicated with the 
superintendent of the Wm. H. Jackson Company, who responded to an inquiry about 
the strength and composition of bronze alloys. In response, Doolittle received a 
letter describing the content of a government mixture of statuary bronze, containing 
                                                        
103 Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 
1884 (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 1885), 19. 
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90% copper, 7.5% spelter104, 2.5% tin, with an additional pound of lead per 
hundred for a fluid draw in die casting.105  
In another response to this request, the mosaic and masonry firm of Batterson & 
Eisele responds to Doolittle, recommending the John Williams foundry—Jno. 
Williams, Inc.—and Wm H. Jackson Co. for the cemetery’s bronze needs.106  With 
this introduction made, a Williams employee responds with the alloy used by the 
foundry for casting, rolling, and drawing; the alloy consists of 90% copper, 7% tin, 
3% zinc, and it is mentioned that content can be altered to suit customer 
requirements.107  The letter also goes into detail on the durability of the material, 
while admitting a lack of knowledge of tensile strength of the same. 
Approximately a year later, in October 1909, Doolitle writes to the Bureau of 
Steam Engineering to request an official composition of U.S. Standard Bronze, with 
the intention of using the alloy to fabricate anchor pins for use with granite; in his 
words, he seeks the “best or most non corrosive metal constituent with strength and 
expense for the most permanent structures."108 A prompt response from the U.S. 
Navy Engineer-in-Chief includes Navy specifications for bronzes used for various 
                                                        
104 An impure byproduct of the pyrometallurgical method of extracting zinc from ore, containing 
significant amounts of cadmium and lead. Source: Henderson, J.G,  Metallurgical Dictionary (New 
York, NY: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1953), 396.  
105 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
106 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
107 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
108 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
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marine applications, and recommendations for three copper and brass companies in 
the tri-state area.109   
 
Figure 4.1: Various Bronze Alloy Contents, United States Navy, Bureau of Steam Engineering (Avery 
Architectural Archives, 2014) 
One of these, the Coe Brass Mfg. Co., writes to Doolittle with the confirmation 
that the firm can produce a composition similar to the Standard one, called “Special 
                                                        
109 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
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Bronze”, at a cost of $0.30 per pound.110 Regardless of the alloy used, it is evident 
Doolittle was convinced by his correspondents with respect to the durability of 
bronze; by the early 1930s, the cemetery Annual Report clearly states that any 
hardware or architectural features in mausoleum construction must be of ‘standard 
bronze’, or of approved stone.111  
As further documentation shows in later years, the cemetery was very adamant 
about ensuring the use of bronze in these applications.  During the design and 
construction of the Metz columbarium in 1934, correspondence between designer 
Marie Zimmermann and the cemetery engineer at the time, Richard Storms, 
indicates that all bolts, dowels, and other hardware for the mausoleum should be 
made from bronze.112 
4.1.2 Bronze Door Construction at Woodlawn 
It is clear from archival documentation, serving as records of the designers’ 
intent, that the door is a vital component for ventilation of the mausoleum 
interior.113 Overall, gates and doors in the cemetery can be divided into categories 
according to the way in which they were produced. The first of these consists of 
                                                        
110 Woodlawn Cemetery. Engineers’ Files, Woodlawn Cemetery records. 1863-1999 
111 Annual Report of the Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 1931, Article VI: "All 
monumental work must be of stone of approved quality or standard bronze." Article XII: "No metallic 
urns, monuments, grave marks, or anything of any shape in metal will be allowed upon lots in the 
Cemetery except bronze statuary on stone pedestals.” Source: Caleb B. Knevals, Annual Report of the 
Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery, to the Lot-owners, 1931, (New York: Woodlawn Cemetery, 
1932),10-13. 
112 See Appendix A for correspondence between R. Storms from Marie Zimmermann, statement by 
Cabaret, below. 
113 See Appendix A, statement by Cabaret, below. 
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doors that were commissioned specifically for the mausoleum into which they were 
installed, and created in collaboration between a client and a designer—whether an 
architect or an artist.  The final product is an amalgamation of art and architecture, 
ranging from a product that has been crafted as if it were a work of sculpture in its 
own right, to one that is treated as a functional—but highly decorative—object.  An 
example of this are the doors for the Metz columbarium, designed in the 1930s by 
metalworker Marie Zimmermann.  
 
Figure 4.2: Metz Columbarium. (Author, 2014) 
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Figure 4.3: Metz Columbarium, corresponding blueprints. (Avery Architectural Archives, 2014) 
 Zimmermann, a prominent metalsmith once considered “one of the greatest 
craftspersons in America”114 specialized in custom-designed metal objects and 
sculpture, and was contracted to design the bronze doors and interior metalwork 
for the shrine, in addition to plans for the structure.115 The other category includes 
                                                        
114 David Cole, “Marie Zimmermann - From Tiaras to Tombstones,”Metalsmith Magazine, (Winter 
2005) 
115 See Appendix XXXX for correspondence between Zimmermann, Storms, and Metz. 
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items produced in a large number by companies who specialize in doors and gates 
for memorial architecture, such as those produced by Paul Cabaret and others.  
While care is still taken to produce a quality product and many owners are willing to 
provide custom work, doors of this type are chosen from a series in a catalog by a 
client or mausoleum contractor, or other company specializing in memorial 
metalwork, such as the Gorham Manufacturing Company Bronze Division. 
 
Figure 4.4: Design & Installation Data, Gorham Cast Bronze Mausoleum Doors. (Avery Architectural 
Archives, 2014) 
4.2 Mausoleum Door and Gate Trends in the Lake Plot 
For the Lake plot, extensive archival records for mausoleum construction are 
scarce.  However, blueprints for several mausoleums—the Hunneke, Pope and Pyle 
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structures—were located, showing architectural details for these structures.116  In 
three cases, specifications were included, which detailed alloy requirements and 
guidelines for construction and finishing.  Specifications for the Hunneke 
mausoleum, designed by C.E. Tayntor & Co., require doors made of “United States 
Standard Bronze”.   Open grillework is also specified with the following: “a plate 
glass shutter, securely set into a bronze frame, and properly hung to the door, which 
shutters  can be opened or closed, as desired."117 These specifications are also 
reflected by those written for the Pyle mausoleum, designed by Tiffany Studios with 
Tayntor as the builder and contractor; the “Best United States Standard Bronze” is 
called for in this case.118 The Tingue mausoleum specifications set by the architect 
and contracting entity H.K. Keller specifies a door constructed of double sheet metal 
that has been riveted to frame bars, with a glass shutter in a “hinged bronze 
frame”.119 A finish of “fine emery, rubbed down” is specified, as are ventilators 
elsewhere in the mausoleum, screened with wire cloth.120  
In the Lake area, two door fabricators are well represented among the 
mausoleum designs: Paul E. Cabaret & Co., and Jno. Williams, Inc.  Cabaret was 
responsible for the design of at least seven door assemblies in the Lake area, with 
designs visually similar to several other doors, of uncertain or unknown attribution 
                                                        
116 See Appendix A: Archival Information for Blueprints. 
117 C.E. Tayntor & Co. Specifications for the Hunneke Mausoleum, (c. 1903), 4-5. 
118 C.E. Tayntor & Co. Specifications for the Pyle Mausoleum, (date unknown), 5. 
119 H.K. Keller Co. Specifications for the Tingue Mausoleum, (date unknown), 5. 
120 Ibid. 
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in the area. Williams is notable for work on the Warner and Kennedy doors, as 
identified in a special supplement of the Architectural Record, American Art in 
Bronze and Iron.121 
 
Figure 4.5: Warner mausoleum gate, Advertisements for the Warner and Kennedy Doors. (John 
Williams, Inc., 1909) 
                                                        
121 John Williams, Inc.“Bronze Mausoleum Doors and Ecclesiastical Metal Work.” American Art in 
Bronze and Iron. Volume 1, No. 7.: 1909. 
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Cabaret’s publication, titled A Few Remarks on Bronze as Applied to Monumental 
Art, offers presentation of a small sampling of the firm’s work, as well as providing 
insight mausoleum door design at the turn of the century. For instance, he states the 
information that a mausoleum is usually ventilated with a combination of doors and 
gates, the former of which are left open to allow for air flow while the gates are 
closed for security.122  It is his belief that a door must be at least 6.5’x 3’ in 
dimension, so long as its proportions are suitable to those of the mausoleum.123 He 
also recommends single doors instead of double doors for ‘narrow openings’, and 
that they are mounted so as to open into the mausoleum—preferentially with the 
stop hinge he patented in 1896—with weather strips attached to keep the elements 
out.124,125 As with the suggestions made above for in-door ventilation, Cabaret 
suggests that hinged glass or bronze shutters are preferable in door construction 
behind any areas of extensive ‘open work’.126  
Elsewhere at Woodlawn, undated specifications created by the Harrison Granite 
Company for the Woolworth mausoleum provided extensive particulars with 
regards to the way bronze used in the mausoleum was fabricated, finished, and 
assembled.  For instance, the section concerning the door details the following: 
                                                        
122 Ibid  
123 Paul Cabaret, A Few Remarks on Bronze as Applied to Monumental Art. (New York, Paul E. Cabaret, 
Worker in Bronze & Brass: 1895), 13. 
124 Paul E. Cabaret & Co., Illustrated Catalogue of Monumental Work in Bronze and Brass, 
Manufactured by Paul E. Cabaret & Co. 3rd ed. (New York, Paul E. Cabaret & Co: 1905), 14. 
125 Cabaret,16. 
126 Ibid. 
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The bronze doors shall be 1 1/8 inches thick where they fit the 
granite rabbets, except mouldings and shall be constructed on bronze 
bars with bolted front and back sheets. Sheets to be securely rivetted 
[sic] to frame bars.  
Doors to be fitted with handles, bronze lock and two (2) keys. 
Provide bronze saddle to cover joint of floor and platform. It shall 
be securely bolted to floor with expansion bolts with flat screw heads. 
Saddle and door to be fitted with proper water drips. 
Doors to be hung on heavy bronze hinges. 
The open grille work in door to be closed by swinging plate glass 
shutter hinged on inside of door and so arranged as to swing open 
freely to afford ventilation in the vestibule and to be fastened tightly 
when not open for ventilation.127 
 
All bronze work was required to be US Standard Bronze, fabricated by casting, 
rolling, or forged, with a “natural oxidized finish and rubbed down with pumice and 
crude oil.”128 A standard set of specifications from the Presbrey-Leland Studios 
produced in the 1930s reiterates the preference for U. S. Standard bronze, stressing 
                                                        
127 Harrison Granite Company, “Specification for Mausoleum for Mrs. V. D. Woolworth, Woodlawn 
Cemetery.” (date unknown), 6. 
128 Ibid. 
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the need to avoid steel or other ferrous metals in contact with the bronze.129 The 
document also specifies a “double sheet construction, the sheets to be secured to the 
heavy bronze framework with bronze rivets, carefully countersunk on both sides,” 
with decorative elements created by casting or drawing.130  
 
4.3 Lake Plot Survey  
To better understand the conditions common to mausoleum doors over a given 
area and historical period, a survey was designed and implemented in the Lake plot 
of the cemetery.   
The sample size consisted of twenty-six mausoleums, most built within the 
1890s.  The survey was designed to meet two goals.  The first of these is to 
categorize the mausoleum doors according to their need for intervention based on 
their existing conditions.  The second, equally important goal was to provide 
information to Woodlawn maintenance staff regarding the condition and function of 
the entrance as a security measure, and to alert staff of any issues requiring 
attention in the near or immediate future.  
                                                        
129 Presbrey-Leland Studios, Inc., Standard Specification for Mausoleum Construction, c.1934. Article 
59 – Material and Workmanship 
130 Presbrey-Leland Studios, Inc., Standard Specification for Mausoleum Construction,c.1934. Article 
60 - Entrance Door 
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Figure 4.6: Map of the Lake Plot at Woodlawn Cemetery. (Jim Miller, 2014) 
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4.3.1 Methodology and Intent 
The survey addresses three areas of focus: a description and condition 
assessment of the mausoleum and door, and the overall priority for treatment of 
each.  
The process to record this information was split into two phases.  The first phase 
is designed to serve as an assessment of the mausoleum’s architectural features and 
design in addition to synthesizing existing archival material and other historic 
information with present condition.  The information gathered in this step is also 
used to assign a priority to the structure, serving as a triage of sorts that ranks the 
mausoleums surveyed according to need and available financial resources.  
The second phase of the survey focuses on the door.  This component of the 
mausoleum can be considered one of the most important, as it provides an 
aesthetically significant means of access and supplementary ventilation to the 
structure.  Recording the door’s appearance and condition is the next step in 
gathering information to be used for successful maintenance of the mausoleum’s 
integrity and function.  While the second phase is designed for execution on all 
mausoleums surveyed, it is particularly valuable as a means to further identify the 
issues associated with the second most important component of the mausoleum, 
next to its material fabric. 
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4.3.2 Survey Design131 
Three categories of inquiries are used in the overall survey. The first is intended 
for the surveyor to fill in information, such as a name or measurement, or to record 
a list of items such as damaged elements. The second category is a binary one where 
a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response is indicated, such as whether or not a door is operable.  In the 
third category are inquiries given with a finite selection of answer choices, such as 
for a range of condition or ventilation type.  Where necessary, an option to list 
additional choices is given as ‘Other’. 
The survey is designed for ease of use on location by conservators, volunteers, 
maintenance staff and others.  The tools necessary to fill out the forms include a 
writing implement, clipboard, camera, compass, measuring device—a Leica 
Distograph was used in executing the survey, but a measuring tape would be 
sufficient—and the form itself.  This kit can be expanded to include a jeweler’s loupe 
or magnifying glass, magnet, and level.   
4.3.3 Data Collection 
To collect the data, the physical forms are printed and marked on-site. Certain 
fields, such as the first column of the Phase I form, can be pre-populated with 
existing data before fieldwork is required to complete the rest of the form. The data 
collected is then entered into the corresponding computer database, designed to 
                                                        
131 Refer to Appendix D: Survey Manual 
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directly correspond to the fields provided on the form for ease of data entry. Once 
this has been complete, the data can be manipulated to better understand trends 
within the sample group. 
4.4 Lake Plot Survey Results 132 
4.4.1 Documentation and Ownership 
Since the Lake area lots were purchased and developed in a time before 
extensive records were kept by the cemetery, the availability of archival records for 
each mausoleum range in extent from lot information—the bare minimum—to a file 
complete with blueprints and specifications.133  For the Lake Plot, the dates of 
purchase are concentrated largely in the latter two decades of the 19th century with 
a single outlier—the Generoso Pope lot—purchased in the 20th century in 1948.  
The construction dates for the mausoleums themselves are in keeping with this 
trend, with the earliest constructions in 1888 and the most recent in 1948.134  The 
majority of lots—twenty-one out of twenty-six total—are endowed, with bequests 
left by lot owners for the upkeep of the mausoleum and surrounding lot.   
                                                        
132 For complete records, refer to Appendix E: Survey Forms 
133 As per Cemetery regulations, deeds are available for each lot purchased and provide information 
on the lot owner, purchase date, and purchase cost; the deed serves to provide the most basic 
archival information for mausoleum with no additional documentation.  
134 In cases when construction information—gathered from foundation orders—is not available, the 
date inscribed on the mausoleum façade was used. If this is not present, lot owner information was 
used. 
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4.4.2 Trends in Construction and Fabrication 
Many mausoleums were erected by monument companies specializing in this 
kind of construction, such as the eponymous firms of C.E. Tayntor & Co. and Robert 
Caterson Monumental Works, the latter of whom was responsible for six of the Lake 
mausoleums with known builders. Others were constructed by stone companies 
such as Smith Granite and Westerly Granite.  Of the structures surveyed, only five 
have record of designated architects, including Tiffany Studios for the Pyle 
mausoleum, and Heins & LaFarge for the Lorillard mausoleum.   A significant 
number of mausoleums are constructed of granite; only two are of marble 
construction, one of which is built on a granite foundation. The type of metal used 
for entry, decorative, and ventilation purposes is bronze, with materials such as 
copper and lead used in roof constructions.  In very few cases, replacement locks 
have iron elements in them, and in one case—the Baker mausoleum—there are iron 
bars behind the door grille. Ventilation of the mausoleum is most often through 
purpose-designed panels in the door, built-in vents in the structure’s walls or 
pediment, or a combination of both.  Most mausoleums were built with windows to 
light an otherwise dark interior, with the majority of those surveyed showcasing 
stained-glass windows.  
Regarding the construction of the door assemblies themselves, the majority 
consists of a single set of double doors.  The Dooley, Flynn, and Warner mausoleums 
are the outliers with double sets of doors; the latter, the only completely bronze 
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assembly.135 Doors are primarily ventilated through decorative grates backed by 
sheets of glass or bronze, hinged or bolted to open; nine doors feature glass panels 
in their construction.  The second most common method for door ventilation 
employs built-in vents, which may be screened openings left in the overall design, or 
simply pierced holes through the door thickness.   
Fabrication of the doors—with the exception of Dooley and Flynn mausoleums’, 
which are stone—appears to be either of sheet bronze bolted together to form 
panels set in rails and styles, or a combination of cast panels assembled in and 
surrounded by sheet bronze.  All door constructions feature panels of some sort, and 
contain multiple panels set into a bronze sheet surround with the exception of the 
Tingue mausoleum door, with a single cross-shaped panel at its center.  Door 
placement is exclusively raised above ground level by at least five inches with a 
reveal of about the same depth; most doors are further sheltered in a portico or 
recessed archway.  
With regards to trends in door design and construction, the sample size is too 
small to reflect such patterns accurately, particularly since the bulk of samples in 
the study – with the exception of the Pope mausoleum were built within a decade of 
one another.  Instead, a representative grouping of styles at the time can be formed, 
featuring a combination of custom-fabricated doors, and doors that resemble those 
                                                        
135 Refer to Appendix B: Survey Images: Lake Mausoleums and Appendix C: Survey Images: Lake 
Mausoleum Doors 
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presented advertised in a catalog—as is the case with the Dean mausoleum door, 
closely resembling one pictured in a Paul Cabaret door catalog from the early 1900s.  
4.4.3 Conditions of Mausoleums and Door Assemblies 
While the conditions of the doors vary, the majority of the mausoleums surveyed 
are in fair condition with a few cases of elements that have been removed or are 
damaged.  The gate of the Warner door assembly displays the highest number of 
removed elements, with four staves and three additional elements fashioned of strip 
bronze.  Several other remaining elements of the gate are damaged, bent out of 
shape or plane in comparison to adjacent areas of the design.  Both the Quintard and 
Kennedy mausoleum doors are missing decorative elements, most likely rosettes.136  
Furthermore, the glass in all nine glazed doors currently remains intact, or has been 
replaced before the time of surveying.  In contrast, the same cannot be said of the 
lock mechanisms of the doors: nearly half—fourteen total—of the doors and gates 
are visibly secured with replacement cable locks.  Additional structural conditions 
found include loss of detail, or doors that are slightly ajar because of a damaged 
mechanism that prevents them from remaining fully shut.  
All doors and gates exhibit at least a hint of the characteristic green patina 
exhibited by bronze objects permitted to weather outdoors.  In the majority of cases, 
                                                        
136 Historic photographs of Kennedy mausoleum door also suggest that the centers of the lower 
two panels were replaced.  
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the natural corrosion products formed on the doors and gates appear deep green in 
color in a generally even layer over the entire surface, with smaller areas of pale 
green.  In some cases, as with the Kennedy and Watrous doors, the light green color 
is very patchy and uneven, both in flat areas and in those of sharp relief.  In others, 
as with the Dooley gate and Crawford and DeLacy doors, the pale green products are 
concentrated in the lowest areas of the door.  Historic surface treatments—
observed as a deep, metallic brown—are visible in some cases, as with the Pope, 
Reichhardt and Noe doors.  Original patina is visible on areas such as door handles 
that have been rubbed over time, or on areas with missing or movable elements 
such as the circular areas of the Kennedy door and beneath the rotating lock plate of 
the Warner door.  Yet others, as with Reichhardt, are seen on areas of the door 
where waxes have not been eroded to the same extent as it has been elsewhere, 
appearing blotched, spotted, or in directional strokes.  
Although cemetery standards have been stringent in efforts to prevent exposure 
of bronze elements to ferrous metals, there are cases where signs of rust and 
galvanic corrosion are present. One example of the former is visible on the Baker 
mausoleum gate is a rusting steel lock, which may be responsible for the rust stains 
on either side of the central bar.  One of the rare examples of galvanic corrosion is in 
the decorative grillework on the Tingue door, where the stamen of a flower has 
deteriorated around and including a small piece of wire, most likely used to attach a 
decorative wreath to the door.  
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Figure 7: Galvanic corrosion on flower stamen of Tingue  mausoleum door.  
Overall, the Lake mausoleums are in either good or fair condition with crisp 
detailing of decorative elements, a testament to the durability and quality of their 
construction materials. The fourteen structures with a ‘Good’ rating show signs of 
light microbiogrowth and/or staining, but are largely intact and in sound condition.  
Those marked ‘Fair’, numbering eight in total, displayed more extensive macro- and 
microbiogrowth and/or staining, in addition to exposed foundations—where the 
stone footings are visible—or open joints in need of repointing.  The two 
mausoleums marked in ‘Poor’ condition, Watrous and Flynn, experience a 
combination of the above conditions with greater severity.  
To determine an order of candidacy for maintenance, existing conditions and 
available funding were considered the most important categories for evaluating 
both the mausoleum as a whole, and the door as a component.  By these standards, 
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the Watrous mausoleum warrants a High priority; if allowed to continue in its 
current state for another two years, the marble will be further affected by moisture 
and other environmental factors such that it will deteriorate at an accelerated pace.  
However, while it is an endowed mausoleum, the bequest of $1,500 was left almost 
a century ago and may no longer be a feasible source of funding, unless they were 
invested.  The Dooley and DeLacy mausoleums lie on the opposite end of the scale; 
in Good condition and unendowed, they are of the lowest priority at the time of 
survey.   
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5. Analysis of the Warner Mausoleum 
 
For the purposes of analyzing Warner mausoleum bronze door and gate, the 
outer gate was chosen as the sample site.   
 
Figure 5.1: Warner mausoleum gate, with arrow indicating an intact picket in situ. (Author, 2014) 
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A picket from the right-hand gate, one of four detached in total, was found stored 
inside the mausoleum and used for sampling. The picket consists of a long stave that 
disassembles into two sections that have been screwed together (Parts A and B), 
topped by a decorative capital (Part C) and a square plate (Part D), which serves as a 
spacer between the capital and the upper section of the gate.  
 
Figure 5.2: Sections of the Warner Gate picket used for analysis. (Author, 2014) 
5.1 Methodology  
To understand existing conditions and confirm historic information, several 
scientific analyses were performed.  First, to understand the composition and 
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method of manufacture, both optical and scanning electron microscopies were 
performed to observe physical characteristics.  A metallographic cross-section was 
taken to investigate the alloy and method of manufacture, as well as to observe 
crystal shape and grain formation within the alloy.  Cross-sections of the finish 
layers were prepared to investigate surfaces above the metal substrate, and to 
understand the stratigraphy of the corrosion products present.  Both methods of 
microscopy—scanning electron and optical—were necessary to answer questions 
about the characteristics and morphology of corrosion products both by themselves, 
and in relation to metal substrate. 
In addition to microscopic methods, Fourier-transform Infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) was used, in conjunction with Raman spectroscopy to identify the 
components of the coatings.  Along with this method, Energy Dispersive 
Spectroscopy (EDS) was used to provide identification of alloy composition and to 
identify the location of specific materials and densities within both the metal and 
the coating.  X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was then used to confirm the presence and 
morphology of expected corrosion products identified with FTIR and Raman. 
Analyses and sample preparation were performed at the Architectural 
Conservation Laboratory (ACL) and the Laboratory for Research on the Structure of 
Matter (LRSM) at the University of Pennsylvania, and at the Scientific Research and 
Analysis Laboratory (SRAL) at the Winterthur Museum. 
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5.2 Sample Preparation 
5.2.1 Metallographic Cross-Section 
A metallographic cross-section was prepared from the upper right hand corner 
of Part D, which was removed for this purpose.   
Surface material is exposed on all edges of the cross-section, with the exception 
of the areas corresponding to the top and bottom of the part.  The cross-section was 
cut using a hacksaw fitted with a 12” Blu-Mol high speed Swedish steel blade, with 
24 teeth per inch. Saw cuts were made steadily and at a slow rate to reduce 
mechanical distortion of the sample, and to prevent altering the microstructure of 
the metal substrate with heat.  
The resulting cross-section, prepared by Steve Szewczyk of LRSM, was mounted 
under vacuum in a Buehler thermosetting diallyl phthalate resin with glass fiber 
filler for strength and maximum edge retention during the polishing process.  The 
sample was then polished on a Struers RotoPol-22 metallurgical polishing machine, 
using a five-step process. First, the sample surface was coarse-ground by hand, with 
a 320-grit silicon carbide polishing pad mounted to the RotoPol-22, and lubricated 
with water.  Subsequent steps were completed using a Struers RotoForce 4 
polishing arm and a specimen mover plate. The second step, the fine-grinding, was 
accomplished with a 9µm polycrystalline diamond suspension in glycol, lubricated 
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with soluble oil137. The coarse and intermediate polishing steps were done with the 
same suspension and lubricant at 3µm on a woven wool pad, then at 1µm on silk. 
The final polishing step was completed with colloidal silica, lubricated with water. 
The resultant cross-section was lightly etched with ferric chloride prior to 
microscopy. 
The cross-section was examined and digitally photographed with a Zeiss Axio 
Imager M2m binocular microscope (5, 10X, 20X, and 50X objectives with 10X 
ocular) equipped with a Kübler Codix HXP 120C mercury lamp for reflected visible 
light. Images were collected with the Zeiss AxioCam HRc digital camera, in 
conjunction with Zeiss AxioVision software.  
5.2.2 Cross-Sections of Surface Layers 
Cross-sections were prepared for analysis of the surface finishes and corrosion 
products on the surface of the picket.  The area of sampling was limited to an 
exposed stress fracture, since the substrate was exposed at this point, and the 
surface layers had already begun to flake off from the break.  Samples were removed 
with a scalpel under 10X magnification, and scraped off in such a way as to acquire 
some amount of substrate in addition to an accurate cross-sectioning of the finish 
layers from substrate to surface.  Samples were then mounted in BioPlast resin by 
placing the sample onto a pre-cured layer of resin and covering with some that had 
                                                        
137 An emulsion of mineral oil and water. 
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been freshly mixed.  After samples had fully cured—with a curing time of about 
three days—the meniscus of each sample was ground down on 80-grit then 100-grit 
sandpaper, then cut on an IsoMet Low Speed Saw with Stoddard solution as a 
lubricant.  The saw blade was sharpened with a composite sharpening stone before 
each cut was made, to ensure a clean cut.  The resulting cross-sections were dry-
polished on micromesh pads, moving progressively through 3400-, 4000-, 6000-, 
8000-, and finally 12000-grit pads.  Cross-sections were embedded and analyzed at 
the ACL of the University of Pennsylvania. 
5.2.3 Samples of Corrosion Products 
Samples of surface corrosion products were taken for analysis by both FTIR and 
XRD.  For the former method, samples were acquired from Part B of the assembly at 
the SRAL by Catherine Matsen under a stereomicroscope with a stainless steel 
scalpel.  The material was placed directly on a diamond cell, then rolled into a thin 
layer with a steel micro-roller to decrease thickness of the sample in order to 
increase transparency.  
For the XRD method of analysis, samples of the corrosion products were 
collected onsite from four pickets.  A glass slide was used to scrape a sample from 
the surface of each picket, and deposited into a folded piece of weighing paper held 
in such a way as to catch the resulting powder.  Samples were then transferred into 
a clean, folded piece of weighing paper, and transported in labeled coin envelopes.   
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Figure 5.3: Onsite sampling of corrosion products from Warner gate. (Author, 2014) 
For analysis, the sample was ground in an agate mortar and pestle, and placed 
onto an etched XRD slide with the aid of a stainless steel spatula. The powder 
sample was mixed with pure acetone for ease of placement.   
5.3 Methods of Analysis 
5.3.1 Optical Microscopy 
A sample of surface material was collected and analyzed under a Leica M16 
stereomicroscope with a KL2500 LCD light source, and photographed with a Nikon 
DS Fi1 at the ACL. 
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The metallographic cross section was analyzed with an Olympus BH-2 
stereomicroscope and Olympus TH3 light source. Photomicrographs were collected 
with an Infinity 2 camera at the LRSM. 
Cross sections of the finish layers were analyzed under a Nikon Alphaphot-YS2 
stereomicroscope, illuminated with a Volpi Intralux 5000-1 reflected quartz 
halogen light source. Flourescence photography was taken with the same 
microscope, using a Nikon high-intensity fluorescent mercury arc light source with 
a BV  1A filter cube.  Samples were also photographed with a Nikon DS-Fi1 camera 
at the ACL. 
5.3.2 Fourier-transform Infrared Microspectroscopy 
Two bulk samples  of surface materials were analyzed by Fourier-transform 
infrared microspectroscopy (FTIR), for the purpose of identifying natural organic 
materials—such as waxes, proteins, oils, polysaccharides, and resins—and the more 
specific identification of synthetic resins, pigments, and natural minerals.  Analyses 
were inconclusive, so fresh samples were taken of the deep green surface product, 
and another of the black coating that was visible in some areas of the surface. Both 
samples were analyzed by Catherine Matsen at the SRAL using the Thermo Scientific 
Nicolet 6700 FT-IR with Nicolet Continuμm FT-IR microscope (transmission mode).  
Data was acquired for 128 scans from 4000 to 650cm-1 at a spectral resolution of 
4cm-1.  Multiple spectra were taken from different areas within each 
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scraping.  Spectra were collected with Omnic 8.0 software and analyzed in the same 
program with various IRUG and commercial reference spectral libraries. 
5.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
Samples were analyzed by Catherine Matsen at the SRAL with the Renishaw 
Invia Raman spectrometer (514nm argon ion laser) in conjunction with WiRE 3.4 
software with extended scan from 1600-200cm-1 and using 50% laser power. The 
image was collected under a 50X objective lens, with an exposure time of 20 
seconds/scan for 1 accumulation. 
5.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Electron-Dispersive Spectroscopy 
To supplement the FTIR and Raman spectroscopy techniques, Scanning Electron 
Microscopy with Electron-Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) was used to image 
the surfaces of the metallographic cross section, as well as to provide some 
indication of where certain elements were concentrated within the sample, by 
means of elemental mapping with EDS. The metallographic cross-section was 
mounted to an aluminum stub, adhered with double-sided carbon tape, and oriented 
such that the wider area of the section was at the bottom of the image. Copper tape 
was wrapped around the circumference of the epoxy casting medium area, and 
carbon paint was applied to the top surface. Care was taken to prevent covering the 
metallographic sample itself.  The sample was examined using a Zeiss EVO MA15 
scanning electron microscope with LaB6 source at an accelerating voltage of 20kV 
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for the electron beam, stage height of approximately 11mm, and sample tilt of 0°. 
The EDS data was collected by Catherine Matsen at the SRAL with the Bruker Nano 
X-flash® detector 6│30 and analyzed with Quantax 200/Esprit 1.9 software. 
5.4 XRD Analysis 
X-Ray Diffraction was completed at the LRSM by Steve Szewczyk and Victoria 
Pingarron Alvarez using a Rigaku Powder Diffractometer at the University of 
Pennsylvania Laboratory for the Research of the Structure of Matter.  Scans were 
taken from 10- 80 2θ at a speed of 0.25, with an interval of 0.02s. 
5.5 Findings 
5.5.1 Optical Microscopy 
5.5.1.1 Cross-Sections of Surface Layers 
In sample B07, viewed at 100X magnification, four distinct layers are visible: a 
dark red-brown layer at the lowest section, closest to the substrate, and a light-
green layer adjacent to and above this.  
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Figure 5.4: Cross-Section B07 in Regular and UV Light. (Author, 2014) 
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Over both layers is a thick layer of dark, almost emerald green layer, with a 
translucent dark-grey layer over the entire assembly. When exposed through UV 
light filtered through a BV cube, only the topmost surface fluoresces a faint bright 
green, with two particularly intense areas of fluorescence.  
Sample B08 displays a stratigraphy similar to that of sample B07. The first layer 
is a reddish brown beneath a pale to deep green layer above it, topped by a deep 
emerald green layer. The uppermost surface is a translucent, waxy greyish-brown 
material, similar to the one observed in sample B07.  Under UV, the uppermost 
surface of the translucent, waxy layer fluoresces a bright blue-green, with areas of 
higher fluorescence towards the surface.  
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Figure 5.5: Cross-Section B08 in Regular and UV Light. (Author, 2014) 
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5.5.1.2 Metallographic Cross-Section 
The metallographic cross section showed physical characteristics typical of a 
cast bronze sample. At 50X magnification, the dendritic structure is visible, 
surrounded by a tin-rich phase in the interdendritic areas.  The dark areas appear to 
be a result of either the casting process, during which voids are created as gasses 
attempt to escape during cooling, or lead that has been removed during the 
polishing process.  In the same image, grain boundaries are visible between the 
individual grains.   
 
Figure 5.6: Metallographic Cross Section, 50X Magnification. (Author, 2014) 
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At 100X magnification, the surface material surrounding the metal is clearly 
visible in two layers, one grey-green and one red-brown.  Here, the interdendritic 
tin-rich areas are more clearly distinguished from the copper-rich dendrites.   
 
Figure 5.7: Metallographic Cross Section, 100X Magnification. (Author, 2014) 
 
At 200X magnification, the corrosion layers are more easily visible. There appear 
to be two distinct layers visible in this image, with the lower layer—a dark reddish-
brown material, most likely a cuprite conversion layer or alteration—penetrates the 
surface, altering the metal below. Above this layer is a thicker one partially 
penetrated by the fibers of the embedding resin, and greyish green in color.   
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Figure 5.8: Metallographic Cross Section, 200X Magnification. (Author, 2014) 
Another image taken of the metal-coating interface of a small burr in the 
material shows a similar stratigraphy with an additional layer of a deep greenish-
black above the grey-green and brown layers.  
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Figure 5.9: Metallographic Cross Section (burr), 200X Magnification. (Author, 2014) 
5.5.2 Fourier-transform Infrared Microspectroscopy 
Two coating samples were analyzed with FTIR: a sample of the dark black crust, 
and a sample of the green surface layer.  
5.5.2.1 Green Corrosion Products 
The first sample analyzed was the surface layer containing green corrosion 
products or coatings, ranging in color from pale green to a deeper emerald green.  
The resultant absorbance spectrum of this scan matched with the spectra for 
antlerite and for a bronze-based atacamite, with a minor contaminant.  
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Figure 5.10: FTIR absorbance spectrum for green corrosion product, matched with spectra for 
antlerite and atacamite. (Catherine Matsen, 2014)  
 The spectrum for the unknown green surface material showed high peaks at 
3600 and 3500 cm−1 with an absorbance of 0.7 and 0.8, respectively.  Another high-
intensity peak was shown at 1150 cm−1 with an absorbance of about 1.0, flanked by 
two peaks on either side at about 1200 and 1100 cm−1 with an absorbance of about 
0.7.  Both areas of the unknown spectrum matched well with the spectrum for 
antlerite, particularly at the 3600 and 3500 cm−1 peaks, and the peaks in the 1100-
1200 cm−1 range and the low-absorbance peaks in the 1000-800 cm−1 range.  The 
double peak at about 3400 cm−1 and the peak at about 3300 with an absorbance of 
0.5 both strongly correspond to atacamite. 
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5.5.2.2 Black Coating 
The absorbance spectrum of the unknown black coating features two high 
intensity peaks at 2950 cm−1 and 2850 cm−1 at absorbances of 1.5 and 1.4, and a 
series of five low-intensity peaks in the 1520-700cm−1 range.  Both of the high-
intensity peaks at 2950 and 2850 cm−1 correspond to a C-H stretch138 and are 
characteristic of waxes. The unknown spectrum also matched closely with that of 
copper stearate, a product formed by the interaction of a copper-bearing material 
with wax.  This spectrum is differentiated by a sharp peak at 1586 cm−1, 
corresponding to a low peak at 1587 cm−1 in the spectrum of the unknown.  The 
remaining four peaks at the lower end of the unknown spectrum at 1520, 1480, 
1300 and 700 cm−1 correspond to those seen in the spectrum for the wax 
mixture.139 
                                                        
138 Methods in scientific examination of works of art infrared spectroscopy, locate author** 
139 Spectrum corresponds to ‘yellow beeswax, carnauba wax, etc. mixture’ in database.  
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Figure 5.11: FTIR absorbance spectrum for unknown black coating, matched with spectra for a wax 
mixture and copper stearate. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
5.5.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
The surface cross-section analyzed with this method was inconclusive, so a 
powder sample was collected from the surface of Part A for analysis.  The spectrum 
generated with this technique featured a significant peak at 990 units, with others at 
419, 484, 601, 1078, and 1177 units. This pattern corresponded to the antlerite 
reference spectrum, which overlapped at 419 and 990.  However, the atacamite 
detected with FTIR was not identified with this procedure. 
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Figure 5.12: Raman spectrum of surface corrosion products, corresponding to reference spectrum for 
antlerite. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
5.5.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Electron-Dispersive Spectroscopy 
SEM was performed on the metallographic section, with EDS to determine the 
metallic content of the object, as well as the components of the coating layers.  Back-
scattered electron (BSE) images were taken at 99X, 423X, 467X, and 669X 
magnification, and at various points of the coating-metal interface.  
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5.5.4.1 99X Magnification 
At 99X, the BSE image was taken from the face of the metallographic section that 
would have corresponded to where Part D was bolted to the rest of the gate 
assembly, at the top of the section.  
 
Figure 5.13: BSE image of metallographic section at 99X magnification. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
 It is difficult to see the dendritic structure of the metal substrate due to light 
etching, but inclusions arranged along secondary dendrite arms are faintly visible 
within the area.  Small pores are also present, and are most likely the voids created 
by the casting process.  EDS maps140 show that the alloy contains copper, zinc and 
                                                        
140 See Appendix F for EDS maps 
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tin, with the metal areas mapping as copper-rich with a high density of tin and zinc.  
Iron appears within the substrate material in trace amounts.   
At the edge of the metal substrate is a layer along the surface at about 75μm at 
its thickest point, identified with EDS mapping to contain copper, oxygen and 
chloride, correspondent to the atacamite identified with FTIR.  Above this is a 
thicker layer—300 μm at its maximum thickness—with the highest density of sulfur 
and oxygen in the cross-section, and a low amount of copper. These three elements 
in combination suggest that this layer contains a copper sulfate, corresponding to 
the antlerite identified in both FTIR and Raman spectroscopy.   
There are several inclusions within the antlerite layer, which appear to be 
composed of either solid metal surrounded by additional copper chloride, or of 
particles completely converted to atacamite. Oxygen and chlorine are also present in 
this layer in lower quantities.  EDS maps for aluminum, calcium, and silicon show 
that they are present in the highest amounts outside of the sample, in the 
embedding resin.  Some silicon is present in the cross section, limited to small 
quantities present in the outermost layer.  These areas are most likely artifacts of 
preparation, left behind from the grinding and polishing processes. 
5.5.4.2 423X Magnification 
The BSE image collected at 423X magnification was located on the left side of 
cross-section, featuring a small burr that occurred in the metal substrate.  The 
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underside of the burr—between the projection and the rest of the metal body—has 
a very thin conversion layer on both sides of the break.  
 
Figure 5.14: BSE image of metallographic section at 423X magnification. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
The area viewed under this magnification showed high densities of copper, tin, 
and zinc within the metal itself, with traces of calcium, chlorine, oxygen, and sulfur 
on the outer edges of the metal, where the corrosion products have formed. The 
silicon and aluminum mapped are present exclusively outside of the sample, and are 
from the glass fibers and other components in the mounting resin.  However, some 
iron was also visible in maps, but exclusively located outside the section.  
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5.5.4.3 467X Magnification 
The images taken at 467X magnification are located on the concave right side of 
the section, correspondent to the area of the component that—when oriented right-
side-up—flares inward to meet the small capital of the picket assembly.  
 
Figure 5.15: BSE image of metallographic section at 467X magnification.(Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
The BSE image shows the same surface layer seen in previous images, 
approximately 70μm in depth at its thickest point in this area.  In this image, it 
appears that the corrosion is penetrating into the metal, similar to what was 
observed under the optical microscope.  The surface layer area of the EDS maps 
show a high density of tin, chlorine, and oxygen in that area, with a low amount of 
copper.  The metallic substrate features high densities of zinc and copper; despite 
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the presence of tin in the area, it is significantly lower within the metal body than it 
is at the surface.  A map comparing areas of tin content with those of zinc indicate 
that the corrosion products on the surface have a high concentration of tin, while 
the metal shows a comparative scarcity of the same; the exact opposite is the case 
with the zinc content, signifying an area of dezincification .  Additionally, there is a 
correlation between the lighter areas of the surface—arranged in a pattern 
reflective of the dendritic structure of the metal—and the tin map, suggesting that 
the light areas on the surface correspond to the tin-rich areas of the dendritic 
structure. Again, the aluminum, calcium, and silicon are restricted to the mounting 
material, with traces of chlorine.  
 
5.5.4.4 669X Magnification 
BSE images acquired at 669X are of the top edge of the section, correspondent to 
the location of the plate where it would have been bolted and soldered to the top of 
the capital (Part C).  
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Figure 5.16: BSE image of metallographic section at 669X magnification. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
 
As with the previous images, it appears that the aluminum and silicon present in 
the EDS maps are limited to the mounting resin, and not present in the metal or 
coating. 
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Figure 5.17:EDS spectrum from area pictured above, at 669X magnification. (Catherine Matsen, 
2014) 
 The metal substrate shows signs of very small inclusions of lead, which are 
present within the interdendritic tin-rich structure observed at 467X. The other 
metallic elements present are copper and zinc, in high amounts within the substrate.  
Above the surface, some zinc and very little copper are present, save for a single 
inclusion—about 25μm in width—that appears similar in content to the substrate, 
with a significant density of both zinc and copper. The surface layer also features a 
moderate amount of calcium and oxygen in addition to a very high amount of lead 
and tin, all of which are largely absent from the substrate. 
5.5.5 X-Ray Diffraction 
The analysis with X-Ray Diffraction was run on four different samples, in 
addition to a blank control sample consisting of a clean, etched glass slide.   
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Figure 5.18: XRD Spectra for unknown sample  (Victoria Pingarron-Alvarez and Steven Szewcyk, 
2014) 
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Figure 5.19” XRD matches for unknown sample  (Victoria Pingarron-Alvarez and Steven Szewcyk, 
2014) 
 
The most intense peak in the first three samples corresponded to 18°2θ, with the 
second most intense peak at 25° with a double peak at 33° and 35°. The last peak, 
with the lowest intensity, showed at 43°. The last sample showed peaks that were in 
the same locations with different intensities, with an added peak at 23°.  The 
reference sample showed a high-intensity, broad peak indicative of quartz. The 
sample peaks corresponded to those of synthetic antlerite, and of brochantite, 
another copper sulfate, which was not observed in either FTIR or Raman 
spectroscopies. There is a trace impurity of aluminum, most likely as a result of 
sample preparation; no signs of atacamite are present. 
 Peak List
 00-007-0407; Antlerite, syn
 00-043-1458; Brochantite-\ITM\RG
 00-004-0787; Aluminum, syn
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5.6 Discussion of Results 
The alloy of the section appears to contain primarily copper, zinc, and tin within 
a dendritic structure typical of cast bronzes.  Traces of lead appear to be present in 
the metal in one area, but are present in the highest amount on the surface where a 
solder—most likely a lead-tin material—would’ve been applied. The silica and 
aluminum observed are present exclusively in the embedding resin.  Oxygen is 
present almost exclusively on the surface, in both the embedding resin and as an 
oxide component of the corrosion products observed.  There is a correlation 
between areas of low copper and high chlorine content, identifying locations of 
copper chloride presence.  There also appears to be a relationship between areas of 
low copper and high sulfur and oxygen content, corresponding to the areas 
containing a copper sulfate.  The general distribution and medium to low density of 
iron across the sample surface under low magnification can be attributed to the 
sectioning process, as it is not observable within the sample under higher 
magnification aside from a low amount in the embedding resin at 423X.  
At the surface, the relatively low content of copper and zinc in this area—in 
contrast to the richness of both within the alloy—indicates that both leach out of the 
material as a result of exposure.141  Confirmed and further examined in a study 
                                                        
141 Chiavari, C., et al. "Composition and Electrochemical Properties of Natural Patinas of Outdoor 
Bronze Monuments." Electrochimica Acta 52.27 (2007), 7764. 
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completed by Robbiola et al, the copper and zinc contents on the surface are directly 
proportional to the amounts of each in the alloy.142  
Meanwhile, the tin content in each EDS map is higher at the metal-surface 
interface than it is within the metal or in the surface corrosion products.  Robbiola 
attributes this phenomenon to the behavior of the tin as a ‘barrier layer’ impeding 
further corrosion of the metal.  The tin remains in this location due to the fact that it 
is both very stable and insoluble in comparison to the other elements, permitting it 
to reside in the patina layer rather than dissolving in the same way as the copper 
and zinc. 143  
With regards to the corrosion products of antlerite and atacamite identified with 
FTIR, these findings are in keeping with the location and positioning of the 
mausoleum.  Both antlerite and atacamite are commonly detected on sheltered 
areas of bronze sculpture.144 The formation of antlerite is favored in an environment 
that is both sheltered and in a polluted environment.145 Likewise, atacamite may be 
detected on sheltered samples in areas with the potential for chloride-based 
pollution, such as that of an urban site.146  
                                                        
142 Robbiola, L., et al. "New Insight into the Nature and Properties of Pale Green Surfaces of 
Outdoor Bronze Monuments." Applied Physics A 92.1 (2008), 165. 
143 Ibid, 164-5. 
144 For further description of this process, refer to Chapter 3. 
145 Krätschmer, A., I. Odnevall Wallinder, and C. Leygraf. "The Evolution of Outdoor Copper 
Patina." Corrosion Science 44.3 (2002), 433. 
146 Ibid, 433-444. 
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Production of the various phases of copper corrosion products is found to be 
significantly slower in unsheltered areas exposed to precipitation, in contrast to the 
comparatively more rapid rate of formation in sheltered areas such as this one. 
Additionally, patinas that form on sheltered surfaces contain more constituents than 
those that form on unsheltered surfaces,147 which would explain the presence of 
both antlerite and atacamite, and suggest that other areas that were not sampled 
may have other components present. This is due to the dual ability of precipitation 
to mechanically remove soluble components of the patina, while assisting with the 
prevention of patina nucleation.148  Since the gate from which the samples were 
taken was under a significant overhang,149 even before the item was removed for 
storage indoors, there would have been more opportunity for patina layers to form 
undisturbed.  
5.7 Case Studies and Conclusions 
Patina formation sequences have been known to become affected by changes in 
the conditions of the environment in which the object is located.  In the case of 
Kopisty, Czech Republic, a site exposed to sulfur-based pollution—which would 
have resulted in antlerite formation—experienced a decrease in sulfur dioxide 
exposure, resulting in the decrease of antlerite exposure and the increase in the 
                                                        
147 Ibid, 443. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Gate is installed approximately 20” into the doorframe, measured from the outermost edge.  
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production of brochantite.150 The Warner mausoleum gate, having remained in 
place for over a century, would very likely have been exposed to several different 
kinds of pollution over the decades, as technological advances in transportation and 
industry were made. 
In a study to better understand the characteristics of corroded bronze surfaces, 
Robbiola (et al.) analyzed the patina of a French equestrian bronze sculpture and 
found that, despite the relative soundness of the monument's structure, the patina 
was unstable in several different zones.  In the first, corresponding to areas that 
were completely exposed to rainfall, signs of leaching were observed, in addition to 
a porous pale green corrosion product with inclusions of "black islets".151 In the 
second zone, correspondent to sheltered areas, green patinas were observed with 
thick, black deposits present. Leached green areas around the base indicated that 
the visible corrosion products were soluble. Green deposits in this area were 
identified to contain brochantite, gypsum, antlerite, and occasionally atacamite. 152 
These findings are in keeping with the products found with the XRD and FTIR 
performed, confirming the expectations of these products on a sheltered element. 
When the bronze in the study above—a quaternary alloy of copper, tin, zinc, and 
lead—was analyzed with SEM-EDS, the surface was found to contain inclusions of 
                                                        
150 Kratschmer, 442-3. 
151 Robbiola, L., Fiaud, C. and Pennec, S. “New Model of Outdoor Bronzes Corrosion and its 
Implication for Conservation.” Proc. 10th ICOM Meeting, Vol. II. (1993), 797 
152 Ibid 
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materials such as carbon, calcium sulfate, and silicon-bearing compounds, As a 
result of interaction between the bronze alloy and atmospheric elements, several of 
these--magnesium, silicon, aluminum, chlorine, and calcium—were found in the 
patina153 similarly to the elements found in analysis of the Warner sample surface.  
In observation of another cast bronze monument of in Paris, France—dating to 
1898—the same zones were observed. 154 
  
                                                        
153 Robbiola, L., et al. "New Insight into the Nature and Properties of Pale Green Surfaces of 
Outdoor Bronze Monuments." Applied Physics A 92.1 (2008), 161-9. 
154 Chiavari, C., et al. "Composition and Electrochemical Properties of Natural Patinas of Outdoor 
Bronze Monuments." Electrochimica Acta 52.27 (2007), 7760-9. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research 
6.1 Conclusions 
With the information collected in this study, several conclusions may be drawn, 
the first of which underscores the importance of using historic information to better 
understand present physical conditions.  Not only does archival information provide 
insight into original design intent and materiality, but also what building materials 
were used at the time of construction.  In collecting information on the fabrication 
process, an understanding is developed of how these materials were used to create 
a final product, as well as offering insight into the way the resulting product has 
behaved over time.  Furthermore, as an area that was developed over a decade early 
in the cemetery’s history, the Lake plot provides excellent examples of trends of 
turn-of-the-century funerary architecture; multiple iterations of the popular 
Classical Revival style are presented, with a range of variations on the same theme.  
 
When results have been gathered with the survey, the information can be used 
in identifying and categorizing the structures most at risk.  By determining an order 
of importance for intervention and identifying the mausoleums in the most severe 
stages of deterioration, priority can be assigned to isolate the structures most in 
danger, with preference given to the mausoleums that have some existing funding—
and, as a result, for which repair is most feasible.  Even if a structure is of high 
priority with limited or unavailable funding—placing it at the bottom of the ‘High 
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Priority’ category, but in that category nonetheless—its classification can serve as a 
tool for creating specific fundraising targets.  An architecturally significant 
mausoleum showing dire need of treatment but having a dearth of funding could 
become the ‘face’ of a fundraising campaign.  Furthermore, in identifying specific 
areas where intervention is needed—for example, open joints that need 
repointing—a database of this information can be sorted according to what existing 
conditions are present, and what needs to be addressed.  
6.2 Recommendations for Further Research 
In order to determine the best means for future door maintenance, the 
effectiveness of common treatments used should be studied.  Modern treatment and 
cleaning methods should be evaluated in a long-term study, similar to the study by 
Lins on the cleaning of weathered bronzes.155 
Specifically, the effects produced by common methods of bronze maintenance—
which primarily consist of the application of one of several clear or colored 
protective coatings on a freshly cleaned surface—should be studied over an 
extended period of time at Woodlawn, to create an accurate representation of 
weathering effects at the site. This information would then be used to determine 
which material offers the best amount of protection at the most reasonable cost. 
                                                        
155 Andrew Lins. “The Cleaning of Weathered Bronze Monuments: a review and comparison of 
current corrosion removal techniques.” National Association of Corrosion Engineers, Houston, TX 
(1992) 
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Furthermore, accelerated weathering tests of treatment methods that have been 
used for a relatively short period of time, when compared to traditional methods 
such as linseed oil or beeswax, would offer information on whether or not they are 
actually effective and for how long.   
To supplement the evaluation of treatment endurance in terms of financing, a 
cost-benefit analysis should be done to identify the longest-lasting interventions 
with the lowest annual costs. The result may be a treatment with a high initial cost, 
but last for a long enough period of time to justify the spending. Furthermore, 
having such information available would be beneficial to convincing lot owners of  
high-cost initial treatments as well as the long-term financial needs for maintenance 
of their mausoleum and door.  
For survey results representative of the entire cemetery, a significantly larger 
sample size is necessary.  Without variations in individual cases, it is difficult to be 
certain whether or not there is a correlation between different parameters.  A major 
limitation of the exercise performed in this study is the fact that the sample body—
with a single exception—consisted of items that have been exposed for the same 
length of time.  In order to produce results that are more representative of the 
entire site, the survey should be repeated on a larger and more varied sample size, 
with differing lengths of exposure.  This data should also be mapped to determine 
trends in condition and other aspects across multiple cemetery plots. 
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This is underscored by the conclusions drawn from the effect—or, possibly, lack 
thereof—of facing orientation on surface corrosion processes; for example, the 
Leech and Lorillard mausoleums have the same construction dates and facing 
directions, but their surfaces appear very different.  Without a larger body of door 
examples, each oriented in different directions, it is difficult to prove or disprove the 
connection between the two.  Likewise, there is a general trend of doors under 
deeper overhangs having a more sparse distribution of corrosion products, which 
would be in keeping with information on sheltered bronzes, but it is difficult to take 
into account the effect of the former on the latter without ruling out other variations 
in parameters.  To negate the fact that any previous upkeep may not have been 
documented well, if at all, it is important that studies of the presence and 
distribution of corrosion products be performed on doors for which there is more 
certainty of a lack of treatment; namely, doors on mausoleums without bequests.  
Further analysis should be performed on bronze in different locations of the 
cemetery, to better understand alloy contents used at particular points in history 
and to determine a relationship between content and weathering patterns.  
Additionally, analyzing corrosion products from a sample set varying in location, 
placement, and age can provide a better timeline of the common products seen 
across the cemetery.  Since corrosion products alter over time, it is inevitable that a 
door exposed decades longer than a newly installed door will display different 
phases; conclusions can be drawn over whether or not certain products are 
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characteristic of certain areas of the cemetery, if they have been exposed in different 
locations for the same amount of time.   
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Leech Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Kennedy Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Hunneke Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Hesse-Marsching Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Flynn Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Ellis Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Dooley Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Dean Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
DeLacy Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Crawford Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Becker Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Baker Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
H.B. Vanderhoef Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Vanderhoef Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Tingue Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Schmitt Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Reichhardt Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Quintard Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Pyle Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Pope Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Pearson Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Noe Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Mathiessen Mausoleum (Author, 2014)Lorrillard Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Watrous Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Warner Mausoleum (Author, 2014)
Appendix C: Survey Images: Lake Mausoleum Doors
Leech mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Kennedy mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Hunneke mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Hesse-Marsching mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Flynn mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Ellis mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Dooley mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Dean mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
DeLacy mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Crawford mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Becker mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Dean mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
H.B. Vanderhoef mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Vanderhoef mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Tingue mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Schmitt mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Reichhardt mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Quintard mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Pyle mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Pope mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Pearson mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Noe mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Matthiessen mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)Lorillard mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Watrous mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Warner mausoleum door. (Author, 2014)
Appendix D: Survey Manual
Description and Definition of Survey Fields: Phase I
Location and Ownership
The first category of the Phase I form provides basic information on the 
mausoleum’s location and the entities interred and/or holding ownership of the 
mausoleum. To consolidate information on the physical state and location of the 
structure, the following categories of information are included:
Plot – the plot in which the mausoleum is located.
Lot Owner – the owner of the lot(s) of land on which the mausoleum has 
been erected.
Lot Number -  the number or range of lots belonging to the owner.
Key # - the number of the key to the mausoleum door or other alternate lock 
for security.
Privately Owned – indication of whether or not the mausoleum is owned by 
an individual or family, or by the Cemetery.
Endowment – indication of whether or not a mausoleum owner has willed 
funds for the caretaking and upkeep of the mausoleum and corresponding 
lot.
Construction
This section records construction details of the mausoleum, such as the inscription 
given, the year of completion, and those responsible for the design and construction 
of the mausoleum and decorative elements. 
Inscription – the name inscribed on the mausoleum’s façade, in most cases 
the family name of the lot owner and those interred within.
Year Built – the year in which the mausoleum was completed.
Contractor – the entity or entities responsible for the construction of the 
mausoleum. 
Architect and/or Monument Co. – the entity or entities responsible for the 
design of the mausoleum.
Architectural Style – the classification of the style in which the mausoleum 
was designed.
Construction Details
This category is provided for the description of construction details such as the 
materials used and the presence and type of ventilation used. 
Building Materials – the types of stone used in construction, as well as the 
type of metal used in the metallic elements of construction, and other non-
metallic or non-masonry items.
Ventilation – the means by which the mausoleum interior is ventilated.
 
 Pediment – vent(s) built into the pediment of the mausoleum’s  
  façade or rear elevation.
 
 
 Side walls – vent(s) built into the side walls of the mausoleum, 
not   including the façade.
 
 Window – operable window is the means of ventilation for the 
mausoleum.
 Door – the door is the only means of ventilation for the mausoleum, 
and no other means are visible.
Other – the mausoleum is ventilated by means different from any 
listed above.
Windows Present – the presence or absence of a window or windows in the 
mausoleum, not including the door structure.
Glazing Type – the type of glass used in the window or windows in the 
mausoleum, whether stained glass, clear glass, or neither.
Existing Documentation
This category indicates what photographic or documentary information is available 
for the mausoleum surveyed. 
Photography – indication of whether or not the mausoleum was 
photographically documented as part of the survey, and whether or not 
existing historic photography exists. 
Archival Information – archival information is available for the mausoleum, 
such as an examination card, blueprints or drawings, correspondence, 
specifications, or other information.
Archival Source – identification of archive from which historic information 
has been obtained.
Conditions and Priority for Treatment 
This category provides information on the condition of the mausoleum, and the 
priority for treatment.
 Visible Conditions
 
 Biological Growth – signs of active biological growth on the  
 masonry surface, including ivy, lichen, moss, or other organism.
 
 
 
 Soiling – the presence of particulate deposits in protected 
areas, which are more concentrated than in other surface areas, 
due to leaching corrosion products, atmospheric pollutants, or 
others.
 
 Exposed Foundations – areas at the base of the mausoleum   
 where the rubble foundations are visible. 
 
 Open Joints – masonry joints where the mortar is still present 
but eroded far back from surface, or noticeably cracked and 
partial.
 
	 Efflorescence – locations in which salts have migrated to the   
 surface of the stone, leaving visible deposits.
 
 Damaged Masonry – the presence of pronounced damage to   
 stone, such as disaggregation, blistering, delamination, or loss.
 
 Other – other notable conditions, not mentioned above.
Overall Condition of Mausoleum – overall physical condition of the 
mausoleum, ranging from ‘Poor’ to ‘Excellent’. 
 Excellent – mausoleum is in like-new condition.
 Good – mausoleum is in serviceable condition with few signs of wear 
or weathering, with one to two visible conditions of low severity.
 Fair – mausoleum is in serviceable condition with moderate damage 
or wear, few visible signs of eventual deterioration, if present at all. 
Two to three visible conditions present of moderate severity.
 Poor – mausoleum is in a condition of high disrepair, more than three 
visible signs of deterioration of moderate to high severity. 
Very Poor – mausoleum is in a condition of extreme disrepair with 
more than three visible conditions of high severity; mausoleum is 
structurally unsound or has collapsed.
Priority of Mausoleum – the priority level for treatment of the mausoleum, 
taking into account the condition of the mausoleum as well as available 
funding.
High – mausoleum is in fair to poor condition and actively 
deteriorating; there is funding available for care. Treatment must be 
performed within one year at risk of further or complete loss and/or 
deterioration of the mausoleum.
 Medium – mausoleum is in good to fair condition, some funding may 
be available for care. Treatment may be postponed and re-evaluated  
annually.
 Low – mausoleum is in excellent to good condition or limited to no 
funds available for care. Treatment can be postponed for several years, 
but annual re-evaluation is suggested.
Description and Definition of Survey Fields: Phase II
Phase II of the survey focuses on the entrance assembly of the mausoleum, including 
the door and/or gate, if one is present.
Construction of Door and/or Gate
This section records construction details of the door/gate, such as the foundry 
responsible for the fabrication of the door, the number of doors and gates present in 
the entire assembly and how they are put together,
Door Foundry – the metal foundry responsible for the construction of the 
door(s).
Number of Doors and Gates – the total number of complete doors and gates 
visible in the mausoleum entrance.
Door	Configuration	– the type of door combination observed.
 Single – mausoleum is accessed via a single door unit.
 
 
 Double – mausoleum is accessed via a double door unit.
 
 Single + Gate – mausoleum is accessed via a single door unit,   
 behind a gate.
 
 Double + Gate – mausoleum is accessed via a double door unit, 
behind a gate.
 
 Other– mausoleum is accessed via a door assembly not 
described above.
 
 Gate and Other– mausoleum is accessed via a door assembly 
not described above, behind a gate.
  
 
 Gate Only – mausoleum is accessed via a single a gate only.
Number of Panels and Sections – the total number of panels constructing 
the door assembly in a single field, or how many distinct parts create the 
assembly.
Fabrication of Door Elements – means by which the door elements appear 
to have been fabricated.
Secondary Metals – evidence of metals in addition to bronze that are visible 
in conjunction with the door, such as iron, zinc, lead, etc.
Description of Door Assembly
A description of the current state of the door or gate, including the dimensions of the 
visible area of the door, in addition to the way in which it is secured, ventilated, and 
glazed.
Dimensions – overall dimensions of door opening.
Height(s) – height of visible door opening within the doorframe, from 
the base to the top of the opening.
Width(s) – width of visible door opening within the doorframe, from 
left to right.
Security – the means by which the door is secured.
 
 Original Lock – the door is secured with its original lock.
 
 Replacement Lock – the door is secured with a replacement 
lock other than the original such as a cable lock.
 
 None – the door is unsecured. 
Ventilation – the presence or absence of ventilation built into the door
 
 Panel – ventilation through an operable panel of glass or solid   
 metal in the door, often placed behind a decorative grille.
 
 Screen – ventilation is present in the door as a metallic mesh   
 screen built into the door.
 
 Perforated Grille or Grate – the door is perforated by a built- 
in grille or open grate, without any backing.
 
 None – the door is solid and unventilated.
 Other – ventilation is present in the door through means different 
 from any listed above.
Glazing – the presence or absence of glazing within the door.
Glazing Condition – the condition of the glazing in the door.
Broken – glass is cracked or broken.
Missing – glass is missing.
Whole – glass is present and unbroken, with no signs of cracking.
Description of Door Placement
The description of the way in which the door is oriented, its location above or below 
grade, and the depth to which it is positioned.
Orientation – the direction in which the door faces.
Grading – the position of the door at, above, or below ground level.
Above – the height (in inches) above grade, measured from the base of 
the mausoleum to the base of the door. 
Below – the depth (in inches) below grade, measured from the base of 
the mausoleum to the base of the door. 
At Grade – the mausoleum door is level with the ground.
Disposition – the positioning of the door within its surround.
Recessed – the depth (in inches) of the visible door reveal.
Flush – the door is in plane with the façade.
Overhang – the presence or absence of a substantial overhang above the 
door, projecting at least six inches beyond the depth of the door reveal.
Conditions and Priority for Treatment of Door
This category provides information on the condition of the door, and the priority for 
its treatment.
Removed Elements – the indication and description of door elements that 
have been removed.
Damaged Elements– the indication and description of door elements 
observed damaged.
Structural Conditions – a listing and indication of the structural conditions 
observed on the door and/or gate.
Indentations – small, irregular deformations in a relatively smooth 
surface.
Door(s) out of Plane – doors warped along the horizontal or vertical.
Door(s) Open – doors are slightly ajar, due to inability to remain shut.
Loss of Detail – the observable absence or reduction of definition in 
decorative elements.
Flaws due to Fabrication – irregular flaws such as pits or other small 
voids present, as a result of fabrication.
Other – other conditions visible, not listed above.
Evidence of Original Patina – an indication of whether or not the original 
patina, usually a dark brown, is visible.
Description of Corrosion Products – a description of the corrosion 
products visible on the door surface, including color and distribution. 
Overall Condition of Door – overall physical condition of the door, ranging from 
‘Poor’ to ‘Excellent’. 
Excellent – door is in like-new condition, with original patina visible.
Good – door is in serviceable condition with signs of weathering illustrated 
by formation of natural patina on the surface.
Fair – door is in serviceable condition with moderate damage or wear, one to 
two visible signs of additional structural conditions, if present at all.
Poor – door is in a condition of disrepair, with more than two visible signs of 
deterioration. 
Very Poor – door is physically unstable or missing. 
Priority of Door Surface and Structure – the priority level for treatment of the 
door, taking into account the condition of the mausoleum as well as available 
funding.
High – door is in fair to poor condition and actively deteriorating; there is 
funding available for care. Treatment must be performed within one year at 
risk of further or complete loss and/or deterioration of the door.
Medium – door is in good to fair condition, some funding may be available 
for care. Treatment may be postponed and re-evaluated  annually.
Low – door is in excellent to good condition or limited to no funds available 
for care. Treatment can be postponed for several years, but annual re-
evaluation is suggested.
Appendix E: Survey Forms
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Baker, Malvina L.
Key # 463
Lot # 6706
Inscription Peter C. Baker
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials iron lock
Ventilation Door/Gate
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6706
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Becker, Joseph
Key # 544
Lot # 8772
Inscription Joseph Becker
Year Completed 1896
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door/Gate
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐8772
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Crawford, Timothy R
Key # 59
Lot # 6800
Inscription Crawford
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder Davidson Sons
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Windows  ‐ Side, 
Back 
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6800
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Dean, Hamilton Fish
Key # 113
Lot # 6910
Inscription Hamilton F. De
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6910
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Delacy, Peter
Key # 54
Lot # 6343
Inscription DeLacy
Year Completed 1889
Contractor/Builder C.E. Tayntor & Co.
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Pediment, 
Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6343
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Ellis, William D.
Key # 57
Lot # 6828
Inscription Ellis
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6828
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Flynn, Florence C.
Key # 697
Lot # 6652
Inscription Maurice B. Flyn
Year Completed 1889
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6652
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe: Efflorescence, Copper staining Overall Condition Poor
Priority High
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Hunneke, Henry & El
Key # 287
Lot # 6750
Inscription Hunneke
Year Completed 1891
Contractor/Builder C.E. Tayntor & Co.
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archives
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6750
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Examination Card
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
Specifications, Blueprints
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Hunt, Annie M.
Key # 0
Lot # 6761
Inscription W.A. Dooley
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6761
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Kennedy, John S.
Key # 150
Lot # 9983
Inscription John Stewart K
Year Completed 1900
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect James B. Baker
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Side
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Library of Congress
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐9983
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Historic Photograph
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe: Some EfflorescenceOverall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Leech, Mary S.
Key # 260
Lot # 5774
Inscription Leech
Year Completed 1888
Contractor/Builder Westerly Granite
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls, 
roof visible
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐5774
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Lorillard, Marie Louis
Key # 3
Lot # 5870
Inscription George Lynde L
Year Completed 1888
Contractor/Builder Temple Court Bldg???
Architect Heins & LaFarge
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Marble
Metal Bronze
Other Materials iron bars on do
Ventilation None (confirm
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐5870
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Marsching, John
Key # 88
Lot # 5910
Inscription Hesse‐Marschi
Year Completed 1894
Contractor/Builder Smith Granite
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Pediment 
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐5910
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Matthiessen, Franz 
Key # 66
Lot # 6780
Inscription Matthiessen
Year Completed 1890
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6780
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Noe, Nellie M.
Key # 571
Lot # 6086
Inscription B. Noe
Year Completed 1889
Contractor/Builder F. O'Hara
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6086
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Pearson, Lesley
Key # 1240
Lot # 6556
Inscription Pearson
Year Completed 1891
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Side Vents
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6556
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Pope, Generoso & C
Key # 1184
Lot # 5248
Inscription Pope
Year Completed 1948
Contractor/Builder Presbrey Leland, Inc.
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival (
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Side
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archives
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐5248
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Examination Card
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
Blueprints, Correspondence, Lot 
Card
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Pyle, Mary Vanderho
Key # 249
Lot # 5817
Inscription Pyle
Year Completed 1889
Contractor/Builder C.E. Tayntor & Co.
Architect Tiffany Studios
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archives
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐5817
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Examination Card
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
Specifications, Blueprint, Lot 
Map
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Quintard, James W.
Key # 133
Lot # 8053
Inscription J.W. Quintard
Year Completed 1899
Contractor/Builder HQ French
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐8053
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Reichhardt, Anthony
Key # 41
Lot # 8035
Inscription Reichhardt
Year Completed 1899
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐8035
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Schmitt, Jacob
Key # 609
Lot # 6803
Inscription Schmitt
Year Completed 1891
Contractor/Builder R. Caterson
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Gothic Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Rear
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6803
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe: EfflorescenceOverall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Tingue, William J.
Key # 388
Lot # 8485
Inscription Tingue
Year Completed 1894
Contractor/Builder H.K. Keller Co.
Architect H.K.Keller Co.
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archives
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐8485
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Examination Card
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
Specifications, Blueprint, Lot 
Map
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Vanderhoef, Frank
Key # 172
Lot # 5820
Inscription Vanderhoef
Year Completed 1900
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style Neo‐Romanesque
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐8485
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Vanderhoef, Harmo
Key # 872
Lot # 6581
Inscription H. B. Vanderho
Year Completed 1889
Contractor/Builder Presbrey Leland 
Studios
Architect Presbrey Leland Studios
Architectural Style Classical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Vents ‐ Side Walls
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archive
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6581
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Blueprints/Drawings
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Fair
Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Warner, Lucien C.
Key # 78
Lot # 6124
Inscription Warner
Year Completed 1893
Contractor/Builder Unknown
Architect H.H. Robertson
Architectural Style Classsical Revival
Stone Granite
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Avery Archives
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐6124
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Correspondence
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
Door and Gate Photographs 
(Library of Congress)
If Other, Describe:Overall Condition Good
Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	1:	Mausoleum
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake
Construction Construction Details
Lot Owner Watrous, Charles Hei
Key # 437
Lot # 7347
Inscription Watrous
Year Completed 1892
Contractor/Builder Charles T. Wills
Architect Unknown
Architectural Style (Italianate Revival?
Stone Granite, Marbl
Metal Bronze
Other Materials
Ventilation Door
Existing Documentation
Archive Location Woodlawn Cemetery
Conditions Present
Biogrowth Open Joints Deteriorated Masonry
OtherSoiling
Priority of Mausoleum for Intervention
Exposed Foundations
Check if Mausoleum is Endowed:
UniqueID LAK‐7347
PhotoArchival Information (check if present):
Date Surveyed March 2014Surveyor Monique Colas
Check if Windows present:
Type of Information 
Available, in addition to 
Survey Photo:
Historic Photograph
List additional information 
if more than one type is 
available, or if 'Other':
If Other, Describe: Copper StainingOverall Condition Poor
Priority High
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Gate Only
Total Number of Panels N/A
Fabrication Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 20
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 13
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction W
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Deep brown visible in some, hidden areas.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe Original Door
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Baker, Malvina L. Lot # 6706 UniqueID LAK‐6706
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 78.25
Width (in) 42.1875
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Outer Gate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 2
Fabrication Sheet, Cast, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 22
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 17.375
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction W
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products distributed across surface, pale green concentrated around areas of high relief.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark Brown patina visible.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Becker, Joseph Lot # 8772 UniqueID LAK‐8772
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 84.625
Width (in) 42.0625
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Single
Total Number of Panels 5
Fabrication Sheet, Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 21.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 13
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products across surface, pale green concentrated toward bottom of door.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark Brown patina visible on handle.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Crawford, Timothy R. Lot # 6800 UniqueID LAK‐6800
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 72
Width (in) 36
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation None
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 4
Fabrication Sheet, Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 10.75
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 11.5
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface, pale green concentrated in center of door and on handles.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Deep brown visible underneath handles.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Dean, Hamilton Fish Lot # 6910 UniqueID LAK‐6910
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 88
Width (in) 40.25
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Operable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 6
Fabrication Sheet, Cast
Secondary Metals: Iron bars behin
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 21.75
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 13.75
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface, pale green concentrated on handles and lower halves of door 
leaves.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Deep grey‐brown visible underneath handles.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Delacy, Peter Lot # 6343 UniqueID LAK‐6343
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 84.3125
Width (in) 41.4375
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 6
Fabrication Sheet, Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 25
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 14
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface; very patchy, uneven distribution.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Top left area. Deep brown‐black, very difficult to 
see luster.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Ellis, William D. Lot # 6828 UniqueID LAK‐6828
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 85
Width (in) 36.5
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 2
Configuration Double + Gate
Total Number of Panels N/A
Fabrication Cast, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 34
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 6
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction W
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface, pale green concentrated toward bottom of gate; soluble patina 
staining stone areas of door under decorative bolts.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark black‐brown visible beneath corrosion 
product.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Flynn, Florence C. Lot # 6652 UniqueID LAK‐6652
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 87
Width (in) 40.25
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Built‐in Vent
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 4
Fabrication Cast, Rolled Strip, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 22
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 8
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions Some loss of detail
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible in a very uneven distribution across surface, pale green highly visible on high‐
relief areas.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark grey‐brown at top of door, difficult to see 
luster.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Hunneke, Henry & Elizabeth Lot # 6750 UniqueID LAK‐6750
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 89
Width (in) 42
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 2
Configuration Double + Gate
Total Number of Panels N/A
Fabrication Cast, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 9.4375
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 16
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface, pale green concentrated toward bottom of gate.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Very little dark black‐brown visible beneath 
streaky, green corrosion product
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Hunt, Annie M. Lot # 6761 UniqueID LAK‐6761
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) #############
Width (in) 40.1875
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Built‐in Vent
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 8
Fabrication Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 9.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 11.5
Door Designer Jno. Williams, I
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Moderately even distribution of mostly pale green corrosion products, with some grey‐green visible in low‐relief areas.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Deep brown visible in areas where circular 
elements have been removed.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe Center designs
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Kennedy, John S. Lot # 9983 UniqueID LAK‐9983
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 91.1875
Width (in) 60
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Built‐in Screen
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority High
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 8
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 12
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 12
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark and pale green products visible in some areas, particularly towards bottom of door and decorative grate.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark bronze‐brown visible in very few areas.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Leech, Mary S. Lot # 5774 UniqueID LAK‐5774
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 88
Width (in) 39.5
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 8
Fabrication Cast
Secondary Metals: Iron bars in gat
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 34
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 13.5
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Deep brown patina visible in few areas, with very 
high relief.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Lorillard, Marie Louise Lot # 5870 UniqueID LAK‐5870
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 85.6875
Width (in) 45
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Built‐in Vent
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority High
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 4
Fabrication Cast, Sheet, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 20
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 12.25
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions Some loss of detail
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products evenly distributed across surface, pale green concentrated toward center of door and 
areas of high relief.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Marsching, John Lot # 5910 UniqueID LAK‐5910
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 78.0625
Width (in) 36
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 12
Fabrication Cast
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 42
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 14
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions Doors out of plane, ajar
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Matthiessen, Franz O. Lot # 6780 UniqueID LAK‐6780
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 96.1875
Width (in) #############
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Built‐in Vent
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 8
Fabrication Cast, Rolled Strip, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 5.75
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 11.5
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products unevenly distributed across surface, pale yellow‐green products visible along right 
edge of door.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Some areas of very high relief display deep reddish‐
brown luster.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Noe, Nellie M. Lot # 6086 UniqueID LAK‐6086
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 82.375
Width (in) 36
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 4
Fabrication Cast, Rolled Strip, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 18
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 11.9375
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction W
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions Doors out of plane, ajar
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface, concentrated towards edges of panels, under keyhole, and 
surrounding decoration.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Reddish brown visible behind door handles.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Pearson, Lesley Lot # 6556 UniqueID LAK‐6556
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 78.25
Width (in) 42.1875
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 2
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 30
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 4.75
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SW
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Grey‐green products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Lock cover and possible replacement show a red‐
brown patina.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Pope, Generoso & Catherine  Lot # 5248 UniqueID LAK‐5248
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 80.3125
Width (in) 40
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Operable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 2
Fabrication Cast, Sheet, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 18.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 8
Door Designer Tiffany?
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction NE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Very streaky, pale green patina visible across surface over deep black‐grey.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Pyle, Mary Vanderhoef Lot # 5817 UniqueID LAK‐5817
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 78.375
Width (in) 38
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Operable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Single
Total Number of Panels 2
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 24
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 9.875
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Streaky greenish grey and pale grey‐green patina over surface, with pale green in areas where items have been removed 
from door.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe Bosses at centers of crosses
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Quintard, James W. Lot # 8053 UniqueID LAK‐8053
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 85.375
Width (in) 35
Security No Lock Visible
Door Ventilation Built‐in Vent
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 4
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 16.5
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Medium‐to‐pale green visible on areas of decoration.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Chocolate‐brown visible in patches beneath 
corrosion products.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Reichhardt, Anthony Lot # 8035 UniqueID LAK‐8035
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 90
Width (in) 48
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation possibly Panel behind 
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 6
Fabrication Cast, Sheet, Rolled Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 11.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 13.5
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Grey‐green products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Schmitt, Jacob Lot # 6803 UniqueID LAK‐6803
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 92.5
Width (in) 39.25
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Panel Behind Grate
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Single
Total Number of Panels 1
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 12
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 4.75
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Probable galvanic corrosion, rusting
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Tingue, William J. Lot # 8485 UniqueID LAK‐8485
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 65.125
Width (in) 39
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Operable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 2
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 10
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 9.5
Door Designer Unknown
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Dark to pale green corrosion products visible across surface.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Vanderhoef, Harmon B. Lot # 6581 UniqueID LAK‐6581
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 73.25
Width (in) 70.1875
Security Replacement Lock
Door Ventilation None
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition Whole
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Low
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 2
Configuration Double + Gate
Total Number of Panels 9
Fabrication Cast, Strip
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 37.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 20
Door Designer Jno. Williams, I
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction SE
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Mostly pale green corrosion products visible across surface of gate, dark to pale green products visible on door.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe Dark brown visible in hidden areas.
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe Greek KeysCheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe 4 Vertical Posts
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Warner, Lucien C. Lot # 6124 UniqueID LAK‐6124
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in)
Width (in) 52
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Operable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority High
Woodlawn	Cemetery	Survey	‐	Part	2:	Mausoleum	Door
Construction of Door Assembly
Number of Doors/Gates 1
Configuration Double
Total Number of Panels 6
Fabrication Cast, Sheet
Secondary Metals: N/A
Description of Door Placement
Above Grade (in) 16.5
Depth of Door Reveal (in) 10
Door Designer Paul Cabaret
Check if overhang is present:
Facing Direction E
Conditions Present
Other Structural Conditions
Appearance of Corrosion Products
Bright green patina visible across the surface, with some areas of medium to dark green. Some areas of brown, possibly 
ferrous staining.
Priority of Door for Treatment
Door Placement Above Grade
Description of Door Surface
If So, Describe
Check if items have been damaged:
If So, Describe N/ACheck if items have been removed:
If So, Describe N/A
Photo of Door:
Location and Ownership
Plot Lake Lot Owner Watrous, Charles Heirs of Lot # 7347 UniqueID LAK‐7347
Check if original surface finish/patina is visible:
Description of Door Assembly
Height (in) 85.1875
Width (in) 45.8125
Security Original Lock
Door Ventilation Removable Panel
Check if glazing is present in the door structure:
Glazing Condition N/A
Surveyor: Monique Colas
Date of Survey: March 2014Priority Medium
Appendix F: Material Analysis
(From top right) BSE image of metallographic section at 99X magnifica-
tion; followed by EDS maps for Al, Ca, Cl, Cu, Cu+Cl, Fe, O, S, Si, Sn, 
Sn+Zn+Cu+S, and Zn. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
(From top right) BSE image of metallographic section at 423X magnifica-
tion; followed by EDS maps for Al, Ca, Cl, Cu, Fe, O, S, Si, Sn, Sn+Zn+Cu, 
Sn+Zn+Cu+Cl, Zn. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
(From top right) BSE image of metallographic section at 467X magnification; followed by EDS maps for Al, Ca, 
Cl, Cu, O, Si, Sn, Zn+Sn, Sn+Zn+Cu, Sn+Zn+Cu+Cl, Zn. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
(From top right)EDS maps for Al, 
Ca, Cu, O, Pb, Pb+Sn+Zn+Cu, Zn 
Si, Sn, Sn+Zn+Cu, and Zn, fol-
lowed by BSE image of metallo-
graphic section, all at 669X magni-
fication. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
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Cross-Section B08 in Regular Light. (Author, 2014)
Cross-Section B07 in Regular Light. (Author, 2014)Cross-Section B06 in Regular Light. (Author, 2014)
Metallographic Cross Section, 20X Magnification. 
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FTIR absorbance spectrum for unknown black coating, matched with spectra for a wax mixture and copper stea-
rate. (Catherine Matsen, 2014) 
FTIR absorbance spectrum for green corrosion product, matched with spectra for antlerite and atacamite. (Cath-
erine Matsen, 2014) 
Raman spectrum of surface corrosion products, corresponding to reference spectrum for antlerite. (Catherine 
Matsen, 2014)
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XRD Spectra for unknown samples.  (Victoria Pingarron-Alvarez and Steven Szewcyk, 2014)
XRD matches for unknown sample  (Victoria Pingarron-Alvarez and Steven Szewcyk, 2014)
